


DISTRIBPIX INC./VIDEO•X•PIX
In 2008, Adult Video News magazine celebrat-

ed its 25th Anniversary and chose to commemo-
rate its impressive longevity by paying tribute to 
the most prominent pioneers of the industry who 
took risks and paved the way for today’s multi-bil-
lion dollar enterprise.

Amongst the great and the good featured in the 
retrospective, special mention was made of two 
distinguished New Yorkers whose names may not 
have been familiar to many readers. They were 
rightly praised for being amongst the first to de-
velop a chain of video stores called Video Shack 
in 1982.

What the article failed to mention however was 
that by the early 1980s, these guys were already 
veterans in the adult film industry - and able to lay 
claim to just about the longest tenure of anyone.

Back in 1965, armed with limited funds, Distrib-
pix was founded. Within months, the company 
was distributing the most profitable adult films of 
the day; this was the era of black and white sex-
ual melodramas with lascivious and sleazy titles 
such as “Thigh Spy”, “Lust Weekend”, “Spread 
Eagles”, and “ Wee-Gee Broad”.

Though the plots were strongly sexualised, 
the nuditity quotient of the initial films was low 

- though the climate 
quickly become more 
permissive with every 
film. Wanting to en-
sure their risque’ films 
stayed ahead of the 
competition, Distribpix 
took risks with the cen-
sors and revealed a 
little more flesh each 

time. This led the founder to comment wryly that 
Distribpix invented the industry “one pubic hair 
at a time”.

The success of Distibpix was instant, and opera-
tions were immediately expanded. Relationships 
were formed with the rising talent of East Coast 
directors such as Joe Sarno, Ron Sullivan, the Am-
ero brothers, and Michael and Roberta Findlay. 
In the late 1960s, films rolled off the production 
line with regularity, turning a quick profit in the 
legendary Times Square adult cinemas - before 
earning thousands around the country.

As the 1970s dawned, softcore gave way to 
hardcore, and once again Distribpix was at the 
forefront - producing the highest quality adult pic-
tures available. For the first time, the best of the 
adult films looked like mainstream pictures - and 
Distribpix led the way with the biggest names in 
the industry such as Geor-
gina Spelvin, Tina Russell, 
Jamie Gillis, Marc Stevens, 
and Harry Reems, specially 
commissioned scripts and 
soundtracks, and talented 
mainstream crews. HARRY REEMS
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Distribpix even started 
to mirror mainstream 
production company’s 
such as MGM or Para-
mount becoming the 
first to stage elaborate 
premieres for its film, or 

signing now legendary stars such as Gloria Leon-
ard and Jennifer Welles to exclusive contracts. 
Along the way, the Distribpix library was aug-
mented by the purchase of Sam Lake’s Maturpix 
back catalog - home of many legendary 
titles from the era.

Towards the end of the 1970s, 
the adult film market had be-
come more discerning; Distrib-
pix responded by increasing 
the budgets and ambition of 
their productions, hiring the likes 
of Armond Weston, Chuck Vincent, 
Jonas Middleton, and Gerard 
Damiano - resluting in movies such 
as “Through The Looking Glass”, “Take Off”, “A 
Scent of Heather”, and “Consenting Adults”.

By now Distribpix had been rebranded as Vid-
eoXPix reflecting the advent of the video age. But, 
unlike many competitors, the company thrived 
and adapted to the new marketplace quickly 
becoming a major video production house, even 
going back to one of it’s earliest directors from 

the 1960s, Joe Sarno, to 
deliver film after film shot 
on video. 

Movie production eventu-
ally stopped in 1989 - but 
the company remained 
in family hands, and has 

been run by Distribpix 
kin since 2002. The 
priority was originally 
to release the classic 
hardcore features from 
the 1970s and 1980s 
- an undertaking which 
has been underway ever since, resulting in over 
200 films now available on DVD.

However with the resurgence in interest in 
soft and hardcore adult cinema, Distribpix and 

VideoXPix are proud to announce the 
re-launch of the company. The re-

launched company will focus on a 
three-tiered approach: First, we 
will offer multi-disc remastered 
special editions of the hard core 

films, featuring contributions by 
the original directors and stars, 

production stills, and authoritive liner 
notes. Secondly, we will release, 
remastered soft-core films by stellar 

directors such as Joe Sarno, Ron Sullivan, Mi-
chael Findlay and Leonard Kirtman. Third, we are 
developing an extensive online community for the 
sharing of information and documentary material 
relating to the films, and the ability to download 
the movies themselves.

Far from being a bootlegging, oldies company 
like so much of the competition, Distribpix / Vi-
deoXPix is proud of is long 
heritage in the industry and 
looks forward to increasing 
the size of its family of peo-
ple interested in this histori-
cal company. We hope you 
enjoy our family of jewels!             

JOE SARNO

GERARD DAMIANO RON SULLIVAN

GLORIA LEONARD JENNIFER WELLES
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CONTENTS, DESCRIPTIONS, DVD PRICES
VIDEO-X-PIX  (pages 5-34) 
XXX Full length features and collections from the 70’s & 80’s, transferred from 35mm film.
$29.99 each  (BUY 3 DVD’S, YOU PAY $24.95 EACH) ( BUY 5 DVD’S OR MORE, YOU PAY $19.99 EACH)

VIDEO-X-PIX BOX SETS (pages 35-36)
These are 4 full length Video-X-Pix feature films in one single heavy duty amaray case. 
$49.99 each (BUY 3 OR MORE, YOU PAY $39.99 EACH)

VIDEO-X-PIX TRIPLE FEATURES (pages 37)
These are 3 full length Video-X-Pix feature films in one single heavy duty amaray case.
$39.99 each (BUY 3 OR MORE, YOU PAY $29.99 EACH)

THE VINTAGE EROTICA COLLECTION (pages 38-39)
These dvd’s are compiled from some of the greatest scenes and outtakes from the Distribpix vault. 
They are excellent quality and feature the stars and starlets of yesteryear. 
$19.99 each (BUY 3 OR MORE, YOU PAY $14.99 EACH)

DISTRIBPIX (pages 40-41)  
These are the films that started it all. The most valuable and amazing collection of soft-core sex-
ploitation films from the 60’s and 70’s, from famed directors such as Joe Sarno, Leonard Kirtman 
and Ron Sullivan.  
COMING SOON…CALL FOR DETAILS

PORN STAR DIRECTORY AND FILM AFFILIATIONS (pages 42-43) 

THEATRICAL MARQUIS MOVIE POSTERS (pages 44)
We boast one of the largest collections of vintage adult film posters from 60’s, 70’s, and 80’s. 
CALL FOR COMPLETE POSTER LIST AND PRICING - HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM. 

ORDER FORM (pages 45-46)

VIDEO-X-PIX PLATINUM ELITE COLLECTION 2 DISC SETS (pages 47)
These are our special edition releases. We take some of our greatest films of all time,take the negative 
to a transfer house, and re-master the entire film. There are 2 discs, the feature and the bonus disc. 
$39.95 each
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05029 Inside Seka 
(1981) Seka demonstrates her 
enthusiasm for sex by fucking not 
only her real life husband, Ken 
Yontz, but at least 20 other lucky 
people. Ron Jeremy sucks his own 
cock for the very first time in this 
excellent example of a Joe Sarno 
XXX feature from the early 80’s. 

Also starring Merle Michaels, George Payne, Mark Valentine, Ron 
Hudd, Tara Mann and Portia. One of our staples.               

 $29.99

05059 Tigresses 
(1979) One of Joe Sarno’s last 
great XXX shot-on-film works, 
this is a film in four parts – each 
illustrating Samantha Fox’s theory 
that  all women are really sexual 
“tigresses” at heart. Featuring 
standout performances by the Lat-
in from Manhattan, Vanessa “The 

Undresser” Del Rio, as well as a kinky turn from real life twins Diana 
and Denise Sloan.                                                                      $29.99

05059InsideJenniferWelles
(1977) Landmark film made 
by Joe Sarno and featuring the 
original Distribpix contract girl, 
Jennifer Welles. Narrated by the 
star, “Inside Jennifer Welles” is 
her swan song to the industry, 
and features her in a number of 
steamy sexual scenes. The top 

notch cast includes Marlene Willoughby, R. Bolla & Dave Ruby.

$29.99

05049 A Scent Of Heather
(1981) Trace the sexual awak-
ening of Heather. A young 
virgin who leaves the convent 
to join in an arranged mar-
riage. She is educated about 
lust by her treacherous aunt. 
All sorts of bizarre perversions 
and debauchery with an all 

star cast. Starring Veronica Hart, Paul Thomas, Lisa Be, Christie 
Ford, Tracy Adams, R. Bolla. Produced by Bill Eagle.

$29.99

05019 Roommates
(1981) Roommates is a totally 
unique film about three women 
whose lives become entwined as 
they share a N.Y.C. apartment. 
Samantha Fox, Veronica Hart and 
Kelly Nichols are sizzling hot in this 
Chuck Vincent masterpiece. ONE OF 
OUR BEST SELLERS! A true classic!! 

Co-starring Jamie Gillis & Ron Jeremy.                                       

$29.99
05039 Blonde Ambition
(1981) Ambitious and riotous porno-
musical from the legendary Amero 
brothers. Blonde Ambition centers 
around the Kane sisters, who go to 
NYC, where they become implicated 
in the disappearance of a priceless 
brooch, dress as drag queens, and 

embark on a film career. “If you liked 
“Deep Throat” AND “Singin’ in the Rain” you’re gonna love... “Blonde 
Ambition”.                                                                                

$29.99
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05119 Deep Inside Annie Sprinkle 
(1982) Get down and dirty as 
Annie reveals many of her per-
sonal secrets as well as her sexual 
philosophies and favorite sex acts. 
Featuring some of the hottest 
girl/girl action ever seen. Golden 
Showers Anyone? An all star cast 
including Ron Jeremy, Heather 

Young, Bunny Hatton. Consistently one of our best sellers!
$29.99

05129 Take Off 
(1978) One of the greatest adult 
films of all time. Superlative on 
every level, Armand Weston 
made a stunning visual treat 
that looks as fresh today as it 
did 30 years ago. The film is plot 
heavy, starting in the 1920s and 
following the hero’s escapades 

decade by decade through the 1970s. Starring Georgina Spelvin, 
Annette Haven & Leslie Bovee.                                               $29.99

05099 Blonde Goddess 
(1982) Elmo,an imaginative comic-
book illustrator, fantasizes about 
the life of his cartoon characters. A 
ravishing cast of desirable women, 
such as Susanna Britton as the 
“Blonde Goddess” and Loni Sand-
ers, who sizzles in her outer space 
sequence. Also starring Jacqueline 

Lorians, Jonathan Ford, Jane Kelton, and Ron Jeremy.             

$29.99

05089 Wanda Whips Wall St. 
(1982) This is the first adult mo-
tion picture to probe and expose 
the sexy and exciting world of Big 
Money. Wanda, played by Veroni-
ca Hart, sets out to gain complete 
financial domination of a major 
securities firm. She uses methods 
both illegal and immoral in her 

quest for more of the corporation’s stock. Also starring Samantha 
Fox, Sharon Mitchell, Jamie Gillis.                                         

$29.99

05079 Babylon Blue 
(1984) Missy (Sharon Kane) just 
opened the newest and most 
sensational House of Pleasure, for 
men and women. Two of her best 
new attractions are Martin (Joey Sil-
vera) and Missy (Bridgette Monet). 
Together the help the customers em-
bark on a fast paced erotic journey. 

Also starring Jacqueline Lorian and Joanna Storm. Bridgette Monet’s 
best performance!!                                                                     

$29.99
05109 Centerfold Fever 
(1981) Richard Mailer directed 
this witty satire of the men’s 
magazine industry. Editor R. 
Bolla hires beautiful reporter 
Kandi Barbour to track and find 
sexual oddities willing to grace 
the magazine’s pages and so 
she tracks down the legendary 

Marc Stevens, Annie Sprinkle and Samantha Fox amongst others!
                                                                                                

$29.99
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05179 Bel Ami  
(1976) Follow journalist Harry Re-
ems’ sexual misadventures when 
a career change takes him from a 
position at “New Morality” maga-
zine to a sexual publication called 
“Playhouse”. This high-budget 
Swedish production is directed by 
Mac Ahlberg and also stars Marie 

Forsa (star of Joe Sarno’s “Butterflies”). Absolutely one of the best 
adult films of the era.                                                               $29.99

05189 Inside Little Oral Annie 
(1984) The Ultimate Head 
Mistress! Unforgettable….Annie 
introduces each scene on a dark 
soundstage while in the middle 
of a blowjob. The guy cums in 
the middle of the intro. This hap-
pens every time, including once 
when the guy, anguished, asks 

“Are we rolling?!??”right before he pops. Our # 1 best seller. 
$29.99

05159 All About Gloria Leonard  
(1978) Following in the footsteps 
of the enormous success of the 
“Inside Jennifer Welles” star 
vehicle, the spotlight now falls 
on Gloria Leonard (“Maraschino 
Cherry”); the film focuses on her 
last day as editor of High Society 
magazine as she reminisces about 

various sexual exploits jogged by the objects she comes across. Star-
ring Jamie Gillis, Ming Toy, Marc Stevens.                                

$29.99

05149 The Sperminator 
(1985) Honey Wilder runs a 
renowned sex therapy clinic. Dur-
ing a series of incredibly carnal 
scenes we get to see just why the 
clinic does so well. In each scene, 
the ladies treat their male and 
female clients to state of the art 
seduction, artful copulation and 

the kind of sex play only real pros can deliver. Starring Rachel 
Ashley, Crystal Breeze, Karen Summer, and Joey Silvera.    

$29.99

05139 Dirty Blonde   
(1984) These girls are sexual 
dynamos and won’t be denied 
when it comes to sexual pleasure. 
Each one of them is a certified 
“dirty blonde”. In their search, 
these hot and horny babes take 
the measure of large caliber male 
members in some of the best clubs 

in the country. Starring Danielle, Honey Wilder, Rene Summers.                                                                                            
                                                                                                   

$29.99
05169 Maraschino Cherry 

 (1978) The last of the great 
porn films directed by maestro 
Radley Metzger and all of 
his trademarks are here in 
abundance – glossy New York 
locales, a beautiful cast, humor-
ous dialogue, and scene after 
scene of kinky sex – including a 

show-stopping sequence starring C.J.Laing and Annette Haven in an 
eye-popping S&M display that will leave you breathless.     

 $29.99
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05239 Angel Buns 
(1981) BY sprinkling a little an-
gel dust in the right places, Angel 
Buns is able to earn her wings 
as Angel First Class by allowing 
Sydney, our sexually inept hero, 
to experience every heavenly 
fantasy that he ever dreamt of, 
plus a few that he didn’t even 

know existed. Starring Veronica Hart, R. Bolla, Tiffany Clark, Lisa 
Beth & Jerry Butler. Includes a very Hot Anal Scene!             $29.99

05249 Jack ‘n’ Jill 
(1979) One of the all time 
great adult films, “Jack ‘n’ Jill” 
features career best work from 
director Chuck Vincent, as well 
as from actors Samantha Fox 
and sometime gay icon, Jack 
Wrangler who star as a couple 
looking for thrills to spice up 

their playful relationship. The witty dialog is matched by all round 
superb performances.                                                            $29.99

05219 Bon Appetit 
(1980) Made back-to-back with 
“That Lucky Stiff” in a variety 
of expensive European locations, 
this Chuck Vincent all-time classic 
has Kelly Nichols as a struggling 
cateress who accepts a wealthy 
socialite’s $250,000 offer to 
whomever can have sex with 

the world’s top 10 men within fifty days. Featuring Chuck Vincent 
favorites Samantha Fox, Kelly Nichols, and Merle Michaels. 

$29.99

05209 Luscious 
(1980) Three lovely, lusty small 
town girls head off to the tropics 
in search of excitement and they 
wind up at Casa Luscious, the 
most exotic, erotic hotel in the 
overheated Caribbean. Once they 
strip down to their bikinis, you 
know that they are in for a sex 

charged vacation. Breathtaking locations and gorgeous starlets!! 
Starring Samantha Fox, Vanessa Del Rio & Lisa Deleeuw.    

$29.99

05199 Erotic World of Angel Cash 
(1982) Take the graceful, sensu-
al world of classical ballet. Spice 
it with the outrageous appetites 
of a sex-crazed ballerina, and 
what you have is “The Erotic 
World of Angel Cash.” From 
the moment Angel pulls on her 
tights you will be sucked into a 

dazzling world of beauty and eroticism. Simply put, Angel Cash is 
the hottest!! Co-starring Juliet Anderson and Bunny Hatton.

$29.99
05229 Misbehavin 
(1979) Another classic from the 
Billy Wilder of sex films, Chuck 
Vincent, featuring an angel and 
the devil playing poker for hu-
man souls. Starring the excep-
tionally sultry Leslie Bovee as 
a wealthy divorcee, Rita, unsure 
of whether to marry for love or 

money. Gloria Leonard shows up as the marriage broker supplying 
Rita with kinky sexual partners.                                            

$29.99
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05299 Bimo Hot Blood Part1 
(1985) Another great 80’s spoof 
shot on video! Rambo Get 
Ready, have we got a girl for 
you. Linda Chu, The Oriental 
Cheerleader, is back and she is  
sexy as a geisha. Also starring 
Barbie Dahl, Spring Taylor D, 
Mary Monroe, Ashley Moore, 

Joe Santino & Ron Hudd.                                                       
$29.99

05309 Blue Jeans 
(1981) John Christopher’s latest 
outrageously sexy film answers 
the question once and for all, of 
what comes between a young 
girl and her BLUE JEANS. Behind 
every great man, there is a great 
woman! So the saying goes, 
then who is behind the brilliant 

clothes designer Gene Howard? His hot secretary or his sexy wife? 
Starring Brooke Bennet, Sharon Kane & Ron Jeremy. $29.99

05279 Sleepy Head 
(1973) After a prolific and 
accomplished career direct-
ing sexploitation films, Joe 
Sarno’s first venture into hard 
core filmmaking is easily one 
of the best of the early adult 
films. “Sleepy Head” tells 
the story of two very differ-

ent sisters (Georgina Spelvin and Tina Russell) and the conflicts 
caused by their subconscious sexual desires. A true classic.                                                                                            
                                                                                                $29.99

05269 Through The Looking Glass
(1976) Cult film par excellence, 
successfully blending adult and 
horror cinema into a legendary 
package. One of only 3 films 
made by the mysterious Jonas 
Middleton, “Through The Look-
ing Glass” shows the descent of 
a beautiful rich socialite (Cath-

erine Burgess) into a surreal, sexual hell. Featuring a career-best 
Jamie Gillis, the ever wonderful Terri Hall.                            

$29.99

05259 Every Inch A Lady
(1975) LaVerne, a prostitute, 
meets up with Cino, a hustler 
and sooon they go into business 
together. They learn of a pros-
perous company called Devia-
tion Inc., and plot to take it over. 
The story twists when LaVerne 
discovers the two plotting to kill 

her. What happens next is a shocker! Starring Darby Lloyd Rains 
and Harry Reems.                                                                 

 $29.99
05289 Initiation of Cythia 
(1985) Cynthia Powers is a 
beautiful, but disconnected 
housewife with a very average 
life. She is drawn away from her 
daily life by her hidden desires 
and passions. Her search for the 
ultimate sexual fulfillment leads 
her to a unique sex club. Her 

initiation into this dark world is filled with bondage. Starring Amber 
Lynn, Colleen Brennan, Sharon Kane and John Leslie.        

 $29.99
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05359 Felicia 
(1975) When a happy couple take 
in the neighbor’s beautiful young 
daughter one summer, sexual 
adventures ensue. A glossy French 
classic directed by sexploitation 
auteur Max Pecas. Starring Bea-
trice Harnois as the Lolita-esque 
Felicia and the beautiful Mary 

Mendum in a rare hardcore role. With great photography and careful 
direction, this feels like a mainstream movie.                          $29.99

05369 Fascination 
(1980) After many years as a tal-
ented cinematographer for hire, 
Larry Revene made his directo-
rial debut in 1980 with a Chuck 
Vincent script and the veteran 
director’s repertory company of 
actors and crew (including Can-
dida Royalle, Samantha Fox, and 

Merle Michaels). Ron Jeremy stars as a sexual inadequate who uses 
a “how-to” book on seduction with hilarious consequences.    $29.99

05329 A Girls Best Friend 
(1981) The story involves a hectic 
and hilarious chase as Mrs. Leau-
trec and her dashing son, Paul, 
stalk three beautiful diamonds, 
using love and lust as tools of their 
trade. Finally, at a masquerade 
party the partygoers publicly pur-
sue their perversions and Paul and 

his mother become ensnared in an incestuously devious trap. Starring 
Juliet Anderson, Ron Jeremy,Veronica Hart & Samantha Fox.   

$29.99

05319 Secrets Of A WillingWife 
(1980) A New York housewife 
returns home to find her hus-
band cheating. She seeks out a 
sex therapist named Chee Chee, 
who has some racy ideas about 
how to cure marital problems. 
He sends her on a series of 
sensual escapades...enough to 

learn how to win her husband back. Starring Arcadia Lake & Riki 
O’neal.                                                                                    

$29.99
05349 Dirty Lilly
(1977) “Lilly Delivers” promised 
the poster for this film – how true. 
The late Chuck Vincent was the 
master at combining sex with com-
edy and this film is no exception. 
Exotic-looking Beth Anna stars as 
Lilly, a girl who is searching for her 
father, whilst eye candy includes 

the ever-gorgeous C.J. Laing and the sultry Marlene Willoughby.                                                                                         
                                                                                                     

$29.99

05339 Bad Penny 
(1978) Exuberant plot-driven 
comedy from the ever-reliable 
Chuck Vincent starring pretty 
Samantha Fox as the beneficiary 
of her rich uncle’s estate who 
must solve a puzzle as to it’s 
whereabouts. Look out for her 
evil aunt, hilariously played by 

character actress Molly Malone and the ever-excellent Roger Caine 
(‘Dirty Lilly’) and Clea Carson (‘Maraschino Cherry’).

$29.99
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05419 Delicious 
(1981) A man with a cold 
wife…A wife with a husband 
who can’t keep his hands off the 
maid…A slightly ill son…Only 
one woman could satisfy them 
all and she’s DELICIOUS! The 
mouthwatering Veronica Hart is 
DELICIOUS, a steamy sorceress 

who will fascinate and thrill you. Also starring Desiree Cousteau and 
Candida Royalle.                                                                     $29.99

05429 Eaten Alive 
(1985) The time is the future 
and the place is an airport. All 
flights are delayed. This night, 
in a bar called the Pink Para-
dise, our couples will have their 
lives changed forever. From the 
ladies room to an informa-
tion booth the action is non 

stop. Starring Taija Rae, Tracey Adams, Melissa Melendez, Barbie 
Dahl.                                                                                       

$29.99

05399 Expose, Me Lovely  
(1976) The late, great Armand 
Weston was sadly never the 
most prolific director; on the 
other hand, he never made a 
bad film. The film noir-ish ‘Ex-
pose Me Lovely’ is no exception 
telling the story of private dick 
Frosty Knight (Ras Kean) who 

recovers from amnesia to slowly remember the case he was work-
ing on.                                                                                   

 $29.99

05389 Blue Magic 
(1981) The Woodhurst Castle 
casts its spell on those who dare 
to enter. Seven guests are invited 
for a weekend of gothic intrigue 
and mystical eroticism. Victorian 
morals and costumes are cast 
aside as deep, dark sexual se-
crets are voyeuristically bared in 

a timeless sexual pageant. Starring Candida Royalle, Jack Wrangler, 
Samantha Fox, Veronica Hart, Merle Michaels.                     

$29.99

05379 Female Athletes 
(1980) Having made many sex-
ploitation movies for Distribpix in 
the 1960s and early 1970s, direc-
tor Leonard Kirtman returned 
to the company that made him 
(in)famous with this story of a 
publisher of a sports magazine 
who reminisces about how she 

rose to the top of her profession. The large cast includes Desiree 
Cousteau & Annette Haven.                                                   

$29.99

05409 Consenting Adults 
(1982) From pioneer eroticist 
Gerard Damiano comes a star-
tling, no-holds-barred look at 
the steamy, seamy side of the 
sexual revolution. Voluptuous  
bosom-buddies Annie Sprinkle 
and Veronica Vera hostess you 
through a panoramic Who’s 

Who of kinky diversity!!Co-starring Ron Jeremy and Marc Stevens.                                                                                            
                                                                                                

$29.99
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05479 Life & Times of Xaviera Hollander
(1974) Directed by blaxploitatoin 
master Larry Spangler (“The Soul 
of Nigger Charley”), this soft-core 
gem stars Samantha McLaren as 
Xaveria recounting her sexual 
adventures. Also featuring John 
Holmes, Helen Madigan and 
Rene Bond’s squeeze, Ric Lutz.         

                                                                                              
                                                                                               

$29.99

05489 Little Oral Annie Takes Manhattan
(1985) Little Oral Annie’s adven-
tures finds our heroine meeting 
up with luscious Carol Cross and 
Danielle. The erotic session that 
follows, after they discover well-
hung Michael Knight, is just the 
first in Annie’s many sex adven-
tures. Annie makes herself a 

welcome visitor in the Big Apple!! “ANNIE’S THE CINDERELLA OF 
ORAL SEX”  STAG.                                                                   $29.99

05459 In The Pink 
(1983) Adventure and eroticism 
permeate this story centered 
around art forgery and artful 
ladies. Exquisitely filmed on lo-
cation in England, Egypt, France 
and Italy. Starring Jacqueline 
Lorians, Joanna Storm, Lorri 
Smith, and introducing Gina 

Carnale. A very erotic film with excellent production value.

$29.99

05449 Honeymoon Haven 
(1977) Despite looking more 
like a pizza chef, actor, director, 
and all-round nice-guy Carter 
Stevens was ubiquitous in late 
1970s erotic films. Here he tells 
the story of the Honeymoon Ha-
ven Motel from its opening in the 
late 1940’s through to the pres-

ent replete with period detail and graphic sexual adventure. Also 
featuring the wild-eyed Susaye London.                                

$29.99

05439 High Rise
(1973) Hilarious and underrated 
classic telling the story of a girl 
looking for an apartment in the 
Big Apple. Top production values 
provided by Danny Stone (“Friday 
13th”), with highlights including 
Harry Reems and a model train 
set, an extremely erotic lesbian 

threesome, and an 20 minute climactic orgy featuring the best adult 
film theme song ever. Featuring Jamie Gillis and Tamie Trevor.

$29.99

05469 Joy
(1977) Directed by one-shot 
wonder Harley Mansfield, Joy 
is the definitive Sharon Mitchell 
star vehicle. She plays a teen-
ager pressured to have sex but 
losing her boyfriend when she 
refuses. Then she is raped and 
er…. loves it! OK, so this was 

before the invention of political correctness so just enjoy a classic 
golden age film.                                                                     

$29.99
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05539 Rings Of Passion
(1973) One of the few West 
Coast classics in the Video-
X-Pix catalog, this features 
none other than the legend-
ary cocksman John Holmes 
himself (credited as Johnny 
Wadd). Also featuring the won-
derful Sharon Thorpe (“3AM”, 

“Femmes De Sade”) and the beautiful and often under-appreciated 
Clair Dia in an uncredited role.                                              

$29.99

05549 Sex Drive 
(1985) ”Sex Drive” takes place 
in a rural town at a small high-
way truck stop, the “Drive-In.” 
The dinettes and the pump boys 
are bored until the neon sign 
malfunctions and starts flash-
ing “Sex Drive.” The thrills and 
action are non-stop as Chuck 

Vincent redefines the small-town sexual urge! Starring Sherri St. 
Clair, Taija Rae, Sheer Delight, Melanie Scott.

$29.99

05519 The Morning After
 (1972) The last of the films cred-

ited to East Coast enigma Sidney 
Knight (‘The Debauchers’), this 
curio features one-time Russ 
Meyer actor and New York talent 
agent Patrick Wright, together 
with other cast and crew from 
Simon Nuchtern’s August Films 

stable. Hmmm.. could ‘Sidney Knight’ and Simon Nuchtern be one 
and the same?                                                                          

$29.99

05509 Midnight Desires
(1976) Shaun Costello’s first 
35mm effort, ‘Midnight Desires’ 
marks his move from master of 
the one-day wonder to expert of 
the bigger budget. The movie is 
wonderfully shot and features an 
expertly chosen (and stolen) mu-
sic soundtrack. Starring the ever 

delightful Jenny Baxter, the ever enigmatic Jamie Gillis, the ever 
smoldering C.J. Laing, and the ever-so-nice Eric Edwards.     

$29.99

05499 The Love-In Arrangement 
(1981) In a palimony suit, Dolly 
is suing stand-up comedian Len-
ny for half a million bucks. They 
both tell hilariously different sto-
ries about her qualities as a wife. 
Seems she had sex with anyone! 
Lenny’s lawyers starts to berate 
Dolly, and Lenny has enough. 

The two, who are still in love, kiss and get married.  Starring Kandi 
Barbour, Merle Michaels, Christie Ford.                                 

$29.99

05529 Puss ‘N’ Boots 
(1983) This Chuck Vincent flick 
is a clever take off on Private 
Benjamin. Puss Malone(Kelly 
Nichols) will do whatever it 
takes to get out of the army—
first on the agenda is trying to 
get pregnant and using her 
“authority” as a private to 

command her fellow soldiers to drop their pants and do their 
duty. Starring Sharon Kane, Jade East.                          

$29.99
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05599 Stray Cats 
 (1984) Mara and June are two 

high school classmates, they 
have not seen each other in 
years. They soon find out that 
the girl and their spouses have 
some hidden secrets. What 
follows is an endless array of 
sexual pleasures by both girls. 

They are down and dirty. Starring  Blair Castle, Cody Nicole & 
Danielle.                                                                                         

$29.99

05609 Silky 
(1981) “Hi, my skin is soft 
and silky, all my lovers call 
me Silky.” So purrs beautiful 
blonde bombshell, Merle 
Michaels, as she takes us on a 
journey of her sexual exploits. 
“Silky” is a wall to wall, high 
voltage, sextravaganza. Some 

of Silky’s friends include Gloria Leonard, newcomer Latina Sandi 
Suarez and the ever beautiful Robin Byrd.                            

$29.99

05579 Tongue Twisters  
 (1986) This film is a series of 

hot encounters between some 
of the hottest porn stars of all 
time. It begins with Jose Duvall, 
who calls up Rachel Ashley for 
some serious hot sex. The next 
scene between George Payne 
and Honey Wilder is amazing, 

as well as the passionate lesbian romp between Karen Summer and 
Crystal Breeze. Also starring Jerry Butler.                              

$29.99

05569 Teenage Deviates
(1976) Leonard Kirtman had 
been the principal in-house 
director for Distribpix in the 
late 1960s, but by the mid-70s 
was happy to let others do the 
work; Ralph Ell was one such 
beneficiary. An early Annie 
Sprinkle film, she portrays an 

innocent girl who falls prey to predators on the streets of the Big 
Apple.                                                                                     

$29.99

05559 Shacking Up 
(1985) Rachel Ashley has a 
reunion with 2 of her nastiest 
college chums, Karen Summers 
and Gina Carrera. And then 
Amber shows up!! The girls are 
flushed with excitement at the 
thought of Amber’s presence, as 
she had been the instigator of so 

many of the erotic intimacies they shared at college. The climax is 
an amazing lesbian orgy.                                                      

$29.99
05589 White Hot 
(1984) In White Hot, we meet 
a widow who is left penniless. 
To survive she becomes a maid 
in her former mansion. In the 
course of her employment she 
turns the mansion into a unique 
whorehouse by using the neigh-
borhood wives as call girls. A 

Carter Stevens film, starring Miss Charlie Latour, Baby Doe and 
Crystal Cox.                                                                             

$29.99
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05659 Critical Positions 
(1987) Dr. Ruth Kronkite, a well 
known shrink who specializes in 
sexual dysfunctions, has spent 
years developing a hypnosis 
technique that will create a sexu-
ally superior man who is totally 
under her control. In short, she 
has created the ultimate stud that 
no woman could resist. Starring 

Charlene Cody, Tasha Voux, Brittany Morgan, Ron Jeremy.      
$29.99

05669 Temptations 
(1976) All time classic from “Luis 
F. Antonero” with Jake Teague 
starring as an aging millionaire 
trying to satisfy his voyeuristic 
cravings with the assistance of 
John Leslie. The plot is expertly 
drawn, and the technical values 
are first class; look out for the 

sizzling scenes with cult favorites Jennifer Welles and the criminally 
underrated Alexandria Cass.                                                  $29.99

05639 That Lady From Rio
(1976) When Shaun Costello 
makes a film with Vanessa Del 
Rio and Jamie Gillis you know 
you are in for the ride of your life; 
Vanessa heads up an international 
organization of white slave traders 
who supply women to brothels all 
over the world. Also featuring star 

performances from Jenny Baxter, Marlene Willoughby and Roger 
Caine.                                                                                          

$29.99

05629 The Passions of Carol
(1975) Adult magazine mogul 
Carol Scrooge (Mary Stuart) is 
visited by a ghostly Marc Stevens 
and set on a path of sexual 
righteousness. Shaun Costello’s 
erotic retelling of “A Christmas 
Carol” also stars Kim Pope, Jamie 
Gillis and Day Jason. According 

to the director this film was the first complete screenplay that he 
wrote.                                                                                       $29.99

05619 Oriental Blue 
(1975) If you want to maintain 
your freedom, don’t drink the ori-
ental love potion at Madame Blue’s 
(Peonies Jong) brothel. In New 
York’s Chinatown, young girls are 
kidnapped, trained in the sexual 
arts and sold into bondage.. With 
Jamie Gillis, Brie Anthony, Terry 

Hall and C.J. Laing. Another great example of New York sleaze from 
Bill Milling.                                                                                  $29.99

05649 Slit Skirts 
 (1983) Imagine a clinic for 

the sexually perverted with 
an epidemic raging within its 
walls-“sexual madness”! When 
Joanna Storm makes the rounds, 
temperatures soar, doctors get 
weak in the knees and the entire 
ward lines up for a taste of her 

healing powers. And don’t miss the climax ,where Joanna seduces 
her own brother. Starring Rachel Ashley, Sharon Kane.        $29.99
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05719 Dallas School Girls 
(1981) A group of lusty young 
women spend a summer’s after-
noon together. They exchange 
stories about their past sexual 
exploits while they play a mean 
game of strip poker. They are 
spied on by Mr Cobb, a fat, 40ish, 
balding handyman, who adds 

some comedy relief to this flic. Starring Tiffany Clark, Samantha Fox 
and Ron Jeremy.                                                                       

$29.99

05729 Sexpot 
(1987) In the old days, royalty  
had food-tasters. Now, Brittany 
Morgan has cock tasters. This is 
the prime example of a classic 
80’s shot on video, one day 
wonder. Charlene Cody and Ta-
sha Vaux are especially hot!! If 
you love Brittany Morgan, than 

you’ll love SEXPOT. Also Starring Ron Jeremy and Damian Cash-
mere.                                                                                      

$29.99

05699 Hot Wire 
(1985) Again Henri Pachard teams 
up with Gloria Leonard for another 
classic. The telephone is a stimulus 
for so many steamy sex scenes. A sec-
retary is called into a dirty business 
meeting, A helpful neighbor, calls the 
couple across the street, and a man, 
Paul Thomas, even dresses in lingerie 

and fantasizes over the phone. Also starring Amber Lynn, Jamie Gillis, Sha-
ron Kane.                                                                                           

$29.99

05689 Sweetheart
(1976) Great underrated film 
starring America’s sweetheart, 
Sue McBain, who plays a wealthy 
housewife, married to the late, 
great Wade Nichols. One day 
whilst cheating on each other, 
their house is invaded by a couple 
of hoodlums (including the ex-

pertly trashy Jean Jennings) – not that Mabel appears to mind too 
much. Also featuring the transcendental Terri Hall.              

$29.99

05679 Phone Sex Fantasies 
(1985) From award winning di-
rector Henri Pachard. This hotline 
makes everyone’s fantasies come 
true. Magazine centerfolds come 
to life, a frustrated housewife 
finds relief in the form of her TV 
repairman, a virgin has his condi-
tion rectified, and lots more. Star-

ring Gloria Leonard, Rachel Ashley, Karen Summer and Gina Carerra.                                                                                            
                                                                                                   

$29.99

05709 The Horneymooners
(1988) The funniest, sexiest 
movie of the year. With all your 
favorite stars! Watch as the 
Ramden’s and the Horton’s have 
their lives turned upside down. 
It’s a regular riot as the couples 
swing to a sensuous beat, and 
with each other. Special guest 

star Annie Sprinkle drops by for a visit. Starring Stephanie Rage, 
Shanna McCullough, Ron Jeremy and Randy Paul.              

$29.99
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05779 Taste of Pink 
(1985) This one does not have 
much of a plot, unless you consid-
er wall to wall fucking, a storyline. 
Amber Lynn is particularly hot 
and gets plugged by Paul Thomas 
and Joey Silvera. Also, keep your 
eyes out for an intensely horny 
Barbie Dahl, Karen Summer and 

Gina Carrera. A good mix of straight and lesbian action from the 
80’s.                                                                                          

$29.99

05789 A Time To Love
(1971) Harold Kovner’s second 
picture (see also “The Postgradu-
ate”), is a more conventional 
narrative feature telling the 
story of a high school reunion 
and memories of past sexual 
conquests. Featuring a pre-”Deep 
Throat” and moustache-free Har-

ry Reems, sometime loop actor and future “Law and Order” actor 
Howard Blakey, and the ever-lovely Tina Russell.                   

$29.99

05759 Wish You Were Here 
(1984) The ultimate in classic  
female masterbation! How does 
Rhonda Jo satisfy her burning 
desires when you’re not there? 
What do Taiga and Susan do 
when they’re all alone? What 
fantasies drive Heather in her 
self-fulfillment? How does Gina 

spend her most intimate moments? They’ll gladly show you, but all 
the while, they’ll be...Wishing You Were Here!                         

$29.99

05749 The Debauchers

(1970) Obscure collector’s favorite 
from mysterious director Sidney 
Knight (“Sexual Customs of Scan-
dinavia”). One of the earliest nar-
rative hard core features to appear 
on the East Coast, this film tells of 
how May (Tina Russell) becomes 
a sexual slave after getting caught 

up in the making of an experimental film. Also featuring Tina’s 
real life husband Jason. $29.99

05739 Hot Stuff 

(1984) Jim Holiday commends 
the “globe hopping sex footage”in 
this imaginative film directed by 
Bill Eagle( Blonde Goddess, In the 
Pink) and edited by Erik Anderson, 
calling Hot Stuff “ an offbeat, un-
derrated and generally unknown 
surprise package of a film”. Star-

ring Danielle, Jacqueline Lorians, Johanna Storm, Cody Nicole and 
Carol Cross.                                                                                $29.99

05769 The Young Starlets
(1973) Charming and enjoyable 
West Coast pseudo-documentary 
made for Athena films in San 
Francisco and originally distrib-
uted by Louis K. Sher’s Sherpix 
outfit. The interview format fa-
cilitates some naturalistic perfor-
mances by the largely unknown 

cast, and though not much is known about the director Terry Sullivan, 
the film is a perfectly formed gem from the early days.       

$29.99
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05839 Slippery When Wet
(1976) Classic mid-70sgrindhouse 
from the master Joe Sarno (billed 
here as Karl Andersson). The 
plot revolves around a group of 
old college friends who reunite, 
but the highlights include Sonny 
Landham’s Elvish, character ac-
tress Crystal Sync’s hilarious role 

as a Southern belle, and a scene with a salami that may put you off 
Italian meat forever.                                                                 $29.99

05849 Cheap Thrills 
(1984) Rhonda Jo Petty, Heather 
Thomas, Marita Ekberg and 
Susan Hart audition for a juicy 
modeling role. While waiting 
they share vivid memories 
of their weekend together. 
Unhappy with the agency’s 
decision, the girls tie up the 

executive and mount a wild orgy, gaining their climactic revenge!                                                                                            
                                                                                                $29.99

05819 People 
(1978) After making ‘porno-chic’ 
classics “Deep Throat” and “The 
Devil In Miss Jones”, Gerard Da-
miano was recognized as the god-
father of the modern adult film 
industry; “People” is one of his 
over-looked but most interesting 
features – essentially a pseudo-

documentary and forerunner to today’s faux-reality porn, it features 
the first couple of kink, Serena and Jamie Gillis.                     

$29.99

05809 Violation Of Claudia

(1977) The second of the two 
Billy Bagg (aka William Lustig) 
adult films (see also “Hot Hon-
ey”). Sharon Mitchell is a bored 
housewife whose husband is too 
busy for her. Luckily she has a 
tennis instructor, Kip (Jamie 
Gillis) who puts her to work as 

a callgirl. What?! Don’t ask… just enjoy this 1970s erotic classic.                                                                                            
                                                                                                

$29.99

05799 Tight Delight 
(1985) Two best friends borrow 
an apartment in New York for a 
hot vacation with old playmates. 
The couples meet to share lust, 
desire and passionate memories 
in a non-stop sexual romp. Watch 
them melt together in an explo-
sive encounter that everyone en-

joys! Starring Tiffany Clark, Karen Summer, Chelsea Blake, Melanie 
Scott.                                                                                         

$29.99
05829 That Lucky Stiff 
(1979) This is the wild story 
of Burt Taylor and his rags to 
riches climb from New York 
elevator operator to European 
high-roller. It all starts with 
a bank computer error that 
turns Burt’s $300 account into 
$3,000,000. Follow our hero 

on a hilarious sexual odyssey through the cities of Europe. Star-
ring Kelly Nichols, Randy West, Candida Royalle, Robin Byrd, Ron 
Jeremy, and Ron Hudd.$29.99
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05899 Right Tool For The Job 
(1988) Two wives decide to loosen 
up a lonely friend (Siobhan Hunt-
er). They call a salesman (Ron 
Jeremy) of sensual pleasures 
who shows up with a suitcase full 
of surprises! When the girls don’t 
have the money to pay the sex toy 
salesman, he whips out his ding 

dong and claims “ It’s time to pay the piper!” Co-starring, Krista Lane 
& Megan Leigh. Including a very hot anal scene!                     $29.99

05909 Sizzle 
(1980) Come on a sensual odyssey 
that burns through five decades. In 
the 40’s it was the War Effort, 
Glenn Miller, ….and Maxine. In 
the 50’s it was Milton Berle, Rock 
n’ Roll…and the very wild Clara. 
The 60’s brought you sit -ins, the 
Beatles,….and Ellen and Sarah. 

The 70’s was the gas shortages, bi-sexuality,…and women like Sam and 
Gwen. Starring Merle Michaels and Samantha Fox $29.99

05879 Pink Clam 
(1986) Nancy and Paula own a 
house in Brooklyn. The girls get a 
visit from Nancy’s cousin, Antonia, 
and the delicate balance of the 
household is thrown into a new 
unsettling sexual fervor. Lots of 
hot sex, lesbians and orgies. The 
place to get a mouthful! Starring 

Siobhan Hunter, Annette Heinz, Vana Paymore, Nina Preta.   

$29.99

05869 Blonde In Black Silk 
(1979) Philip T. Drexler Jr. (aka 
Bill Milling) directed this under-
rated gem in which Serena plays 
a French Contessa who hosts 
extravagant orgies before hitting 
the road searching for new and 
wild erotic entertainment. Featur-
ing the usual coterie of Big Apple 

stars including a young Ron Jeremy, Samantha Fox (“Jack n’ Jill”) 
and Merle Michaels (“Fascination”).                                     

$29.99

05859 Bang Bang
(1976) Ever have phone sex and 
then realize it’s a wrong number 
(C.J. Laing)? Can you make a 
man cum in 30 seconds (Annie 
Sprinkle)? Then Chuck Vincent’s 
sparkling and entertaining 
sexual remake of the TV sketch 
comedy show “Laugh-In” is for 

you. Hot sex alternates with goofy skits. Starring Annie Sprinkles, 
Marlene Willoughby, Jennifer Jordan, and Wade Nichols.      

$29.99
05889 Ecstasy In Blue
(1976) Manny (Marc Stevens) 
leads a cult of women who wor-
ship his formidable member 
whilst assistant Charlie (Bobby 
Astyr) helps procure new 
recruits to keep the adulation 
coming. With hilarious dialogue 
and sumptuous sex scenes, this 

Bill Milling classic also features the ever alluring C.J. Laing, Annie 
Sprinkle and Terri Hall.                                                           

$29.99
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05959 Gorgeous Blondes Vol1
(2006) Blondes have always been 
special. Many of us truly believe 
that “BLONDES” do have more 
fun and this DVD proves it. This 
DVD features the hottest blondes 
from classic adult cinema, includ-
ing Seka, Jennifer Welles, Amber 
Lynn, Gina Carrera, Heather 

Young, and Susanna Britton. A must have for any serious collector of 
golden age material.                                                                $29.99

05969 Sex Styles of the Rice & Famous 
(1986) The adult video you’ve 
all been waiting for is here, with 
your jet setting host Robin. Fol-
low Robin as he trots the globe to 
visit with all the beautiful people 
and find out what really goes 
on in the boardrooms and bed-
rooms of the rich and famous. 

Starring Melissa Melendez, Siobhan Hunter, Rockin Robin & George 
Payne.                                                                                    $29.99

05939 Love Bus 
(1974) Early Shaun Costello romp 
made on a shoestring but sizzling 
with his trademark sexual esca-
pades. Dr. Scheisekopf (Jamie Gil-
lis) advises patient Jennifer Jordan 
(aka Sarah Nicholson) to get away 
for the weekend. When the bus 
she travels on crashes, passengers 

take refuge at crazy Sonny Landham’s country house where all man-
ner of lewd hook-ups occur.                                                       

$29.99

05929 Bedroom Thighs 
(1984) Deb (Siobhan Hunter) 
and Jane (Danielle) are 2 big 
city women who need a place 
to live out their fantasies, a place 
to suck and fuck. So Jane signs a 
lease on a cozy love nest and the 
sex odyssey begins. The movie is 
filled with hot sex, scene after 

scene, as these girls fulfill their sexual needs and urges. Co-starring 
Carol Cross & Michael Knight.                                                

$29.99

05919 Hot Honey 
(1977) Before directing the success-
ful “Maniac” franchise, director Bill 
Lustig (aka Billy Bagg) cut his 
teeth making a couple of classic 
New York adult films – (see also 
“The Violation of Claudia”). After 
resisting the advances of her boy-
friend, Joy (Heather Young) sees 

paralyzed brother Michael get it on with his nurse (Serena) which 
awakens her inner animal.                                                       

$29.99
05949 Miami Vice Girls 
(1986) Cricket and Juggs are 
the hottest undercover narcs 
who ever snorted a coke trail. 
Inspired from the tv show, this 
one could not be farther from 
the original. Actually, it is a pret-
ty cheesy flic, but a classic 80’s 
spoof. In the end, Cricket and 

Juggs get their man and their woman and the stuff. Starring Barbie 
Dahl, Mary Monroe & Ashley Moore.                                    

$29.99
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06001 Annie Sprinkle’s Private Moments 1
(2006) Annie Sprinkle is the 
original “Queen of Wetness” 
and she certainly lives up to her 
name as she showers the silver 
screen with LOVE. Nicknamed 
the kinkiest porn star of all 
time. This DVD is a rare collec-
tion of exclusive scenes from 

the VXP vault of gems. An excellent selling collection.       
$29.99

06002 Deep Inside Rachel Ashley
(2006) Deep Inside Rachel 
Ashley is a close up look at the 
sexual desires of this voluptuous 
brunette. This DVD is a rare 
collection of some of her most 
passion filled and erotic sexual 
encounters. Starring Jerry But-
ler, Joey Silvera, Crystal Breeze,  

Karen Summer and Gina Carrera.                                         
$29.99

05999 Deep Inside Karen Summer 
(2006) Karen Summer was 
one of the hottest and kinkiest 
blondes from the golden age of 
porn. She’s got hot lips, beautiful 
tits, curvy hips and a cherry pink 
pussy to boot! She is passionate 
and aggressive at the same time, 
and takes her sex very seriously. 

Some of the steamiest sex scenes ever caught on film. Also starring 
Gina Carerra, Crystal Breeze, Rachel Ashley and Paul Thomas.       

$29.99

05989 Primary Pleasures 
(1987) This is a story of 80’s poli-
ticians. These local members of 
the city council have sex lives that 
are more demanding than public 
office. Watch as these public 
pawns use power and blackmail 
to get sex. There is plenty of 
fingering, sucking and fucking. 

Starring Alexa Parks, Tanya Foxx, Carlos Valentino, Eric Dylan and 
Rocky Dilorenzo.                                                                     

$29.99

05979 Satin Suite 
(1979) Together with Chuck 
Vincent, Bill Milling  (aka “Philip 
Drexler”, “Bill Eagle”) was re-
sponsible for one of the most 
sparkling adult comedies made 
in the pre-video period. Inspired 
by Robert Wise’s classic “Executive 
Suite”, this is an intelligent satire 

on ruthless advertising executives, starring the radiant Samantha Fox 
and Heather Young. High production values make this a classact

$29.99
06000 Blow By Blow 
(1984) This is a shot on video, 
80’s classic, especially for those 
who love the topic of family 
taboo. There is a husband and 
wife, a young widow, and a 
hunky stud among others. 
They all have weird and intense 
sexual encounters. Everyone 

satisfies their own urges, regardless of family ties. Starring Adia, 
Barbara Dare, Barbie Dahl & Michael Knight.

$29.99
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06007 Succulent 
(1983) This one is a must see, 
especially for the male chauvinist, 
porn lover. This feature has an all 
star cast. Basically, the entire film 
is an intense series of dream se-
quences. An excellent feature by 
famed director Vince Benedetti. 
Starring Kelly Nichols,Litlle Oral 

Annie, Honey Wilder, Rhonda Jo Petty.                                    
$29.99

06008 All About Sharon Kane
(2007) Throughout the 80’s and 
90’s, Sharon Kane has been in 
hundreds of adult features, mak-
ing her one of the all time favorite 
blondes in the adult biz. She is a  
true legend of the golden age of 
porn. This DVD is a collection of 
her hottest on screen moments. 

Starring  Amber Lynn, Joey Silvera, Buck Adams and George 
Payne.                                                                                    $29.99

06005 Tight End 
(1988) This is the sexy story of 
socialite Stacy Van Dorne. She is 
hot, beautiful, charming and filthy 
rich. As a matter of fact she was 
the past reigning princess of the 
debutantes ball. Now she is soci-
ety’s bad girl, a world re-known 
home wrecker and a darling of the 

scandal magazines all over the world. Good variety of interracial and 
lesbian scenes.                                                                          

$29.99

06004 Four X Feeling 
(1986) John Leslie is a porn su-
perstar and he comes to stay at 
his buddy’s (Jerry Butler) apart-
ment in NYC. The boys decide 
to shoot a “one day wonder”. 
They get starlets Sheer Delight 
and Amber Lynn to star in their 
porno, and the two burn up the 

screen. Loads of Hot Action! A great shot on video classic!! 

$29.99

06003 Parted Lips 
(1986) Natasha, the wicked Bar-
oness is looking for the Princess 
Tanya of Balukovia.The Princess 
hides but is soon captured and 
her true powers of transcendental 
sexual healing is revealed. Hench-
men, Hostages, Torture, what 
else could you ask for? Starring 

Siobhan Hunter, Vana Paymore, Annette Heinz & Michael Knight.      
                                                                                                                          

                                           $29.99
06006 French Shampoo
(1975) How do you prepare the 
ugly-duckling niece of a sheik 
(Bobby Astyr) for marriage? Take 
her to the 5th Avenue salon of 
Diana (Kim Pope) and let Marc 
Stevens and his transformative 
member work their magic. 
Directed by Bill Milling and also 

featuring Annie Sprinkle, Helen Madigan and Darby Lloyd Raines.  
                                                                                               

$29.99
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06012 The Amber Lynn Collection
(2007) This collection contains 
over 100 sizzling minutes of the 
hottest moments of Amber’s porn 
career. She is one of the sexiest 
stars of the 1980’s,which helped 
to thrust her into the AVN HALL 
OF FAME. Starring John Leslie, 
Paul Thomas, Karen Summer, 

Gina Carrera and Sharon Kane. One of our best selling collections.                                                                                        
                                                                                                  $29.99

06013 Visions
(1977) Criminally underrated, 
“Visions” is director Chuck Vin-
cent’s impressionistic story of a 
composer who is mugged on his 
way home one evening. Whilst 
being treated in the hospital, he 
dreams surreal and sexual im-
ages with no dialogue. A daring 

and bold treatment, Vincent’s vision is brought to life by Wade Nichols, 
Sharon Mitchell and Susan McBain as an underworld nymph.  $29.99

06010B Careful He May BeWatcing
(1986) By night, Jane Smith (Seka) 
is a happily married housewife. 
But during the day when hubby 
(Mike Horner) is at work, Jane 
becomes Molly Flame, the X-rated 
superstar who’ll do anything for 
the camera. Things get mighty 
complicated for Jane/Molly, as 

you might expect. Also starring Kay Parker and Shanna McCullough. 
Seka’s Back!!!                                                                           

$29.99

06010 Women Without Men  
(1985) Women without men can 
have lots of fun with each other. 
Lusciuos Amber Lynn, Karen Sum-
mer, Gina Carrera, and Crystal 
Breeze show you just how much 
fun. Follow their exploits as they 
find new sexual ways to indulge 
their inner fantasies. A hot tub, 

underwater jets, high-class vibrators. It’s an all girl extravaganza!                                                                                       
                                                                                                

$29.99

06009 Sexpionage 
(1987) Ambassador C.A. Puckett 
is in Moscow with her most trust-
ed Marine Guards on a top-secret 
mission. Once inside the Embassy, 
the Reds waste no time trying to 
get friendly with the American 
Marine guards in order to be able 
to place the listening bugs. The 

cold war gets pretty hot as the Reds try every trick in the book to get 
the secret information they want!                                            

$29.99
06011 Sweet Spread 
(1984) Sonya and Jeff have a 
mutual relationship, they share 
an apratment and have an 
all around mutual passion for 
each other. Life is great until old 
friends drop in. The girls end up 
crashing at another pad, where 
they seduce the phone guy and 

the butcher. Starring Danielle, Siobhan Hunter, Carol Cross, Michael 
Knight & Rod Retta.                                                                

$29.99
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06018 Campus Girls 
(1973) Tina Russell, the true first 
lady of New York adult films in the 
pre-‘Deep Throat’ days who never 
achieved the fame of later ‘porno-
chic’ actresses, stars with Marc Ste-
vens, remembering their college 
days with affection. Hint: there 
wasn’t much time for studying the 

classics (unless you believe that Fellatio was a Greek philosopher).                                                                                       
                                                                                                   $29.99

06019 Veronica’s Diary
(2007) Veronica Hart is by 
far one of the most gorgeous 
brunettes of the golden age of 
porn. Let’s open up her diary 
and reveal her most intimate 
fantasies. This amazing disc 
features 10 full length scenes 
from the VIDEO-X-PIX vault. Also 

starring Candida Royalle, Ron Jeremy, Jamie Gillis, Paul Thomas.                                                                                
$29.99

06016 Oversexed 
(1986) Extraterrestrials on a 
scouting mission land on earth. 
The aliens are discovered by two 
doctors. The doctors are fitted 
with IUDDA’s ( Inter-uterine device 
for the detection of Aliens), which 
keeps the wearer in constant state 
of sexual agitation while near 

Aliens. Did anyone say Alien Love? This one is a doozy!! Starring 
Jeanna Fine, Siobahn Hunter, Nina Preta & Michael Knight.    

$29.99

06015 Post Graduate 
(1970) One of the most success-
ful of the early “white-coaters”, 
“The Postgraduate” played 
continuously for several months 
in 1970 at Times Square cinemas 
when pseudo-documentaries 
were the easiest way of getting 
hard core sex depicted on the big 

screen. Directed by Harold Kovner (“A Time To Love”), this is a gem 
from when soft was turning hard.                                         

$29.99

06014 Deep Inside Joanna Storm
(2007) When we think of Joanna 
Storm, we think of a young and 
gorgeous blonde with big, in-
nocent brown eyes and beautiful 
silky skin. Not to mention a perfect 
pink pussy! This rare collection of 
scenes from the VXP vault perfectly 
illustrate why Joanna is the ulti-

mate sex kitten. Co Starring Angel Cash, Cody Nicole and Jacquline 
Lorians.                                                                                      

$29.99
06017 Latin Heat 
(2007) Vanessa Del Rio is 
hot, sizzling hot! Her huge 
tits were one of her most 
memorable characteristics. She 
was very perverted and loved 
dirty sex. Latin Heat, explores 
this pleasure queen! Also 
starring: Heather Young,Tracy 

Adams,Paul Thomas, Joey Silvera, Ron Jeremy, Jamie Gillis, Marc 
Valentine.                                                                                

$29.99
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06024 Danish Pastries  
(1973) A Video-X-Pix rarity; a 
soft-core Danish film imported to 
the US by Maturpix in the early 
1970s. The plot centers around 
a boarding school for troubled 
girls and a scientist who invents 
the strongest aphrodisiac known 
to man. High production values, 

attractive cast, and believable acting, this is a great example of the 
Danish “Tegn” series.                                                              $29.99

06025 Porked 
(1986) Cult leader Sun-
numu Guru tries to bed some 
of his lovely followers, but 
several things get in the way of 
his carnal pleasure. One day, a 
myserious young lady, visits the 
Guru and brings him an exotic 
perfume. Armed with the sexual 

stimulant , the Guru goes on a sexual rampage.  Starring Jeanna 
Fine, Lady Magic & Lotta Topp.                                              $29.99

06022 Blonde Velvet 
(1976) Jennifer Welles is the 
voluptuous seductress who leads 
a ring of sexual blackmailers out 
to expose the world’s most power-
ful men in this Bill Milling classic. 
The huge and talented cast also 
features Susan McBain, Bobby As-
tyr, Sharon Mitchell and Jennifer 

Jordan and many more.                                                           

$29.99

06020 Seven Minutes In Heaven 
(1986) Irene and Glenda are 
housemates in midtown Manhat-
tan, they are visited by a friend, 
Heather,during her layover 
in NYC. Heather is a square, 
as far as sex is concerned, a 
total prude!! The girls introduce 
Heather to the finer points of love 

making. In the end, Heather leaves for her journey, a new person! 
Starring Jeanna Fine & Siobahn Hunter.                                 

$29.99
06023 Firebox 
(1986) International arms traf-
ficking. Big bucks to be made 
and lost. Master Schemer Sergei 
is in NY to make a major score. 
His plans are intercepted by 
Private Detective Elliot Guess, 
who has never failed to solve 
a case, and he is not going to 

start now. Starring Annette Heinz, Jeanna Fine, Nina Petra, Damien 
Cashmere, Michael Knight and Ron Jeremy.                         

$29.99

06021 Annie Sprinkle’s Private Moments 2 
(2007) As we have already seen 
in Private Moments Vol.1, Annie 
Sprinkle means business and Vol. 
2 is pretty much the same. She is 
the original queen of kink and a 
self proclaimed “ squirter”. She 
is by far our most popular starlet. 
Starring Ron Jeremy, Joey Silvera 

and George Payne.                                                            

$29.99
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06030 Sexual Customs of Scandinavia
(1972) A genuine guided tour of 
the Scandinavian countries punc-
tuated with examples of the new 
sexual freedom that was sweeping 
the world in the early 1970s? Actu-
ally this is a classic ‘white-coater’ 
shot in New York with the finest 
new East Coast porn talent (Tina 

and Jason Russell, Jamie Gillis, Shaun Costello) masquerading under 
faux-Nordic pseudonyms.                                                         $29.99

06031 Teenage Cheerleaders
(1974) Pre-dating the Debbie 
Does Dallas cheerleading 
phenomenon by several years, 
this film is a sexy light-hearted 
farce featuring classic New York 
pornsters Jamie Gillis, delicious 
Darby Lloyd Raines and cute 
Cindy West. The real reason to 

watch however is the performance by gorgeous one-hit wonder Su-
sie Mitchell.                                                                             $29.99

06028 My Party Doll 
(1987) A true 80’s classic. Ron 
Jeremy stars as a video store 
clerk whose wildest dreams come 
true when a blow up doll comes 
to life!! Cara Lott is a sizzling hot 
sex doll in this hilarious, yet very 
sexy feature. Also starring Alexis 
Firestone, Damien Cashmere,  

Melissa Melendez and the blow up doll!!                                

$29.99

06027 Teenage Cowgirls
(1973) One of the first of the no-
ble tradition of porno-Westerns, 
‘Teenage Cowgirls’ stars Long 
John Wodd (that’s John Holmes 
to the rest of us) as the man with 
no name. (Actually he’s called 
Rio but that’s a minor detail). 
Look out for the hilarious classic 

High Noon style shootout at the end. Also starring Amanda Blake, 
Sally Withers, and Wayne Johnson.                                       

$29.99

06026 The Little Oral Annie Collection
(2008) Little Oral Annie is one of 
the most amazing performers of 
all time. She had quite the talent 
and passion for sucking cock. An-
nie was a pioneer of the Blow Job 
and she gave new meaning to the 
term “ DEEPTHROAT.” She was a 
trailblazer and trendsetter when it 

came to giving head.  Starring Jerry Butler, Joey Silvera, Bobby Astyr  
George Payne.                                                                          

$29.99
06029 Come Fly With Us
(1975) After making films for 
the mob-controlled Star Distribu-
tors which been highly profitable 
for “the Greeks” (the owners of 
New York’s Capri theater), 
Costello was persuaded to jump 
ship and make films directly for 
them; this was the first of these 

classic one-day wonders. Showcasing top Costello players Jamie Gil-
lis, Sonny Landham, Day Jason and Valerie Marron.            

$29.99
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06036 Deep Insiders 
(1987) Check out the behind the 
scenes hanky-panky in the filthy 
rich world of stock trading and 
defense contracting. Laura Lone-
tree is a major player, planning to 
steal a defense contract worth mil-
lions of dollars. She seduces men 
and women in her quest for big, 

big bucks. Starring Robin Lee, Rachel Ashley, Cara Lott, Nick Frenair & 
David Morris.                                                                             $29.99

06037 The John Holmes Collection
(2008) He was one of the most 
influential male adult performers 
of all time. His monsterous cock is 
rumored to be measured at over 
12 inches. During his legendary 
career he was branded “Johnny 
Wadd”!! Besides porno John 
will always be remembered for 

his involvement in the Wonderland murders. Starring Annette Haven, 
Tiffany Clark and the chocolate sensation, Desiree West.          $29.99

06034 Deep Inside Samantha Fox 
(2008) Samantha Fox is an intense 
and sizzling brunette with a gor-
geous body. Before entering the 
adult industry she was a profession-
ally trained dancer. Her first adult 
role was in Bad Penny (1978). After 
that she began to take on lead roles 
as an adult starlet and shortly after 

entering the industry Samantha was already on her way to legend-
ary status. A compendium of her greatest scenes.                   

$29.99

06033 Kinky Ladies Of Bourbon St.
(1976) For a short time in the 
mid-1970s, the French hardcore 
industry boomed and several tru-
ly classic adult films were made 
– starting with the late Claude 
Mulot’s great ‘Pussy Talk’. Mulot 
followed this with ‘Kinky Ladies’ 
– an exceptionally polished and 

entertaining film. Shortly afterwards the French government taxed 
the industry out of existence. A dark, existential classic.       

$29.99

06032 Lady Madonna 
 (1985) Lady Madonna (Stacey 

Donovan) runs the most elite es-
cort  service with the most beauti-
ful women on New York’s East 
side. Follow this tale of debauch-
ery as her ladies discover the 
passion for cum-filled adventures. 
Co-starring Ashley Welles, Spring        

Taylor, Cheri Larkins, Ashley Moore & Ron Hudd.

$29.99
06035 Dental Nurses
(1975) Forget everything you 
ever knew or experienced at 
your dentist’s chair! Good Bye to 
pain! Welcome to pleasure. Here 
comes a film that was banned in 
the Dental Convention for fear 
of giving away the secret. A 
breakthrough in the treatment 

of…..cavities, by a new combination of drill, brush and tooth paste!   
                                                                                       

$29.99
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06042 Sex Rituals Of The Occult 
(1970) The bizarre, ritualistic 
encounters of a group of people 
who worship sex and relish in its 
infinite pleasures. Voodoo, Devil 
Worship, Bondage, Torture, and 
S & M .....it’s all in this classic, yet 
sadistic flic from the true golden 
age of porn. If you like classic  

and edgy material from the 70’s, than this one’s for you!! 
$29.99

06040 Danielle’s Teenage Fantasy 
(2008) Danielle was one of the 
hottest blondes from the golden 
age of porn.  Her career started in 
the 80’s and she quickly became 
one of the most popular starlets 
of all time. Her hot body, golden- 
blonde hair, and incredible sexual 
appetite make her a fan favorite! 

This collection contains the absolute greatest hits of Danielle’s career.                                                                                             
                                                                                                  

$29.99

06039 Virgin Snow 
(1976) Bill Milling directed this 
enjoyable romp starring Jenny 
Baxter (“Maraschino Cherry”) 
as a sexually frustrated woman 
seeking the perfect union. With 
exotic scenic backdrops and a 
wonderful supporting cast (Van-
essa Del Rio, Jean Jennings ,Hope 

Stockton), this film is a perfectly formed time capsule from when 
sex films were both sexy and films.                                       

$29.99

06038 Women Without Men 2 
(1989) This one is sizzling hot 
and filled with some of the most 
insane lesbian action of all time. 
There is a ton of lesbian master-
bation, as well as some old school 
vibrator and dildo play. Cara Lott 
and Annie Sprinkle are especially 
sexy. Also starring Alexis Fires-

tone, Shanna McCullough & Jeanna Fine.                               

$29.99
06041 The Jacqueline Lorians Collection 
(2009) Jacqueline Lorians, was 
born in France in the early 60’s. 
She started in the adult film 
business when she was 18 years 
old. Her skin was milky and her 
tits were very supple. She had a 
long frame at 5’ 10” and her 
measurements were 37D-26-

35. This is a collection of her best scenes. One of our best sellers!                                                                                            
                                                                                                

$29.99

06043 Panting At The Opera 
(1988) In “Panting at the Op-
era” we get to see the nasty of 
the Gabriel Twins. The film also 
co-stars a very sexually charged 
Cara Lott, complete with her 
blonde curly locks and perky tits. 
Also, appearing is a sexy Tanya 
Foxx! Another great example of 

an 80’s spoof, shot on video. Forget Broadway, let Video-X-Pix 
take you to a show of our own.

                                            
$29.99
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06048 35mm Grindhouse Trailers 
(2009) Distribpix open it’s 
vault to reveal a treasure chest 
of XXX 35 mm trailers from the 
old grindhouse cinemas of 42 
Street. These trailers are among 
the best of all time!! Trailers 
include Blonde Ambition, Inside 
Seka, Tigresses, Female Athletes, 

Maraschino Cherry and many more. Special Edition!
                                                                                                        $29.99

06049 Hot Girls In Love 
(1985) A photographer and 
his associates experience a 
passionate modeling session 
in a mansion. There is a ton of 
monkey business as well, and 
the models make love to more 
than the camera—they seduce 
the assistant, the make-up lady, 

and them mansions owner. Starring Crystal Breeze, Honey Wilder, 
Gina Carerra & special guest Candy                                       $29.99

06046 Honey Wilder Collection
(2009) Honey Wilder was one of 
the most well known starlets of the 
1980’s. Often, playing the role of 
an older woman seducing young-
er men, she became typecast as 
a seductress. She is best known 
for her role in the film “TABOO”. 
This is an awesome collection of 

Honey’s most intimate and sexual moments. One of our best selling 
compendiums.                                                                           

$29.99

06045 Honeydrippers 
(1987) Barbara Dare takes 
you from the limelight of the 
front row to the steamy sexy 
action backstage at a big time 
burlesque hall. She leads her 
lovely co-stars through sexual 
escapades on stage as well as 
in the dressing rooms! Starring 

Barbara Dare,Barbie Dahl, Ashley Moore, Vanessa D’Amoure, Rod 
Retta, Lenore Dupree                                                             

$29.99
                        

06044 Erotic Adventures Of Lolita 
(1982) Lolita is the definitive film 
of a young, innocent and sweet 
girl discovering the pleasures of 
womanhood. This is a very inti-
mate tale of lost innocence in an 
incestuous manner.Lots of facials 
and anal! Starring Tammy, Cooper 
Penny, Chelsea Manchester, Terri, 

Ron Jeremy, Harry Margolis, Louise Parsons, Steve Parks. Produced 
and Directed by Leon Gucci                                                      

 $29.99
06047 Sex On The Set 
(1984) In SEX ON THE SET, 
Tanya Lawson has her way with 
Janey Robbins, Their fun contin-
ues with Ron Jeremy servicing 
Janey from one end and Tanya 
from the other.! There is a great 
lesbian scene where Taija Rae 
and Rene Summers fully take 

advantage of a two-sided dildo. Originally, released by RED LIGHT 
VIDEO, we are proud to introduce this classic to DVD.

                                                                
                                    $29.99
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06054 The Candida Royalle Collection 
(2009) Candida Royalle was one 
of the most striking brunettes of 
the golden age. She had a beauti-
ful smile, gorgeous full lips, amaz-
ing breasts and supple thighs. She 
was born in NYC and she began 
her porn career around 1975 and 
performed until 2001. Also star-

ring Veronica Hart, Jack Wrangler, Samantha Fox & Ron Hudd.
N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE 

06055 Erotic Dr. Jeckyl 
(1976) An amazing classic from 
Victor Milt. Some of the most 
famous stars of yesteryear grace 
us with their performances. Bree 
Anthony plays a virgin girl, 
Bobby Astyr is Igor, Zebedy Colt 
is the Count, Terri Hall plays a 
groupie, and of course the star, 

Harry Reems plays Dr. JekyII. The original version, re-transfered 
from 35 mm negative.                         N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06052 Raging Hormones 
(1988) Professional boxing..the 
big time. Fame, prestige, money 
and women all come to the 
champions of the ring. Here is a 
look inside a sweaty, gritty gym 
owned by one very hot woman. 
It’s a knockout!! Starring Stepha-
nie Rage, Shanna McCullough, 

Siobhan Hunter, Krista Lane, Eric Dylan & Randy Paul.
                                                                 

N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06051 Women Without Men 3
(1990) Yet another volume of 
the popular “Women without 
Men” series! This one is no dif-
ferent, wall-to-wall lesbians. The 
opener is an all out and sexu-
ally charged exchange between 
Megan Leigh and Krista Lane. 
Amazing lesbian performances 

by Aja, Ariel Knight, Lois Ayres, Siobahn Hunter, Heather Hunter & 
Bust Belle.                                            

 N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06050 Teenage Nurses 
(1974) This is a wild and wacky 
sex comedy the likes of which 
you’ve never seen before. When 
Dr. Canute is appointed Director 
of Veterans Hospital, he decides 
that what the boys that came 
back from Vietnam need is not 
Bob Hope to entertain them, but 

they need girls..nurses…Teenage Nurses! Starring Veronica Melon & 
George Hawks.                                        

N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE
06053 Desiree Cousteau Big & Natural-  
(2009) There is nothing like 
those beautiful girls of yester-
year, when the tits were real 
and the girls had BUSH! A 
definite BIG TIT LEGEND. Come 
join Desiree and her friends 
while they perfectly illustrate 
why “BIG and NATURAL” is the 

way to go! These vixens have have huge mammories and they 
keep giving and giving.                        

N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE
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06060 The Taija Rae Collection 
(2009) Taija Rae was the ulti-
mate brunette of the 80’s. She 
was a hot vixen with that “ FUCK 
ME” look! She had gorgeous lips, 
full hips and a cherry- pink pussy 
to boot! By far one of the kinkiest 
starlets of the golden age. This 
DVD is a collection of her greatest 

hits. Boy do we love Taija! And you will too!
N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06061 Gorgeous Blondes Vol II 
(2009) As we have already seen 
in Vol. 1, Blondes are sizzling 
hot! These girls are absolutely 
gorgeous and they are among 
the hottest porn stars of all time. 
Nothing but blondes!!! Come 
and join Veronica Hart, Sharon 
Kane, Seka and their friends 

while they show us why blondes have more fun. 
                                                                N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06058 Very Best Of Ron Jeremy 
(2009) The self proclaimed 
“hardest working man in show 
business”,Ron Jeremy, started 
his career with Video-X-Pix. After 
30 years,we are proud to offer 
this excellent collection of some 
of his best scenes ever, with the 
hottest starlets of all time! This 

anthology will serve to pay homage to the “HEDGEHOG”!! 
                                                                                                                      

                                                               N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06057 Deep Inside Robin Byrd 
(2009) Robyn was born in NYC 
and started her porn career at 
age 18. She was a hot blonde 
who was prolific on the NYC sex 
circuit and even had her own 
cable television show for adults 
only called The Robin Byrd 
Show. She was a trendsetter and 

pioneer of the kinky “Big Apple” sex scene. A true legend! This is a 
collection of some of her hottest fantasies ever caught on film.

N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE 

06056 A Sweet Taste of Honey 
(1976) Young and beautiful 
Honey Dumont, having recently 
become a widow, comes to a 
luxury resort to recuperate and 
relive the joyous moments she 
and her husband had there on 
their honeymoon. The story 
evolves with subtle characteristics 

that become very intense as the sexual involvements increase! Star-
ring Sandra Martin with Rock Rhine.     

N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE
06059 Tech Sex 
(1988) A group of scientists 
studying human sexuality 
perform some wild experiments 
on a bunch of horny guys. 
Project TECH SEX will allow the 
innermost carnal desires of 
these men to be recorded for the 
first time in history. The project 

is a tremendous success! Starring Dana Dillon, Charlene Cody & 
Rugby Rhodes.                                

N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE
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06066 The Gloria Leonard Collection 
(2009) Our original contract 
girl, Gloria Leonard was a true 
pioneer in every sense. She 
was the inventor of phone sex,   
editor of High Society magazine, 
and a stockbroker. This DVD is a 
compendium of her greatest XXX 
scenes of all time taken from our 

vault. Starring Annette Haven, C.J. Laing, Wade Nichols and Sonny 
Landham.                 

                               
N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06067 Masters Degree 
(1973) This is the first of the 
hard-core explicit “How-To” 
films, and shows in graphic 
detail the ins and outs of sex. 
Brought to us from Sam Lake 
Entertainment, this truly repre-
sents the first sex education film 
of all time. The host is a doctor of 

psychology and she helps solve sexual problems. 
N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE 

06064  Wishbone 
(1988) Horny hypnotist Krista 
Lane picks up a homeless drunk-
ard and takes him back to her 
office and cleans him up, and 
then puts him in a deep trance. 
Now under her spell, the wino 
becomes aroused at the word 
“ Vladivostock” and when the 

word” Siberia” is mentioned he is required to satisfy all women. Also 
starring Porsche Lynn & Megan Leigh.   

N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06063 Kay Parker & Friends “Big & Natural”
(2009) Kay was a true legend of 
the golden age! She had brown 
hair with striking green eyes and 
luscious big and natural breasts. 
Join Kay and her friends as they 
explore the natural side of sex. 
Lots of tits and bush. If you like 
huge mammories, than this 

one’s for you! An excellent collection of Big Tit Legends from the 
golden age of porn.

N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06062 Lady On The Couch 
(1974) It was shocking and un-
believable experience for Henry 
Totter. The girl up there in the 
stag film was his wife, and all 
his friends were watching her in 
a shameless sex act with another 
man and another woman! Henry 
hired a hard driving detective to 

find out all about his wife, Maggie. Starring Andrea True , Darby Lloyd 
Raines and Marc Stevens.                      

N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE
06065 Desperately Sleasy Susan 
(1986) Max is a writer, he is 
obsessed with thoughts of his 
long-lost college sweetheart, 
Susan. Out of desperation, 
Max decides to hold a college 
reunion party and he invites 
Susan. The sexual escapades of 
his pals, cheers him up and so 

does Susan, who says”Mother warned you about girls like me!” 
Starring Spring Taylor ,Pamela Liberty & Linda Chu.
                                                             N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE
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06072 Deep Inside Susan Nero 
(2009) An innocent Jewish girl 
from Boston, Susan Nero is a gor-
geous and totally exotic porn star 
with Middle Eastern roots. Some-
times she goes by Suzie or Sue! 
Starring in over 130 porn films 
in her career, Sue is a seasoned 
starlet. This DVD is a collection of 

her sexiest scenes of all time. An excellent collection! 
                                                                 N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06070 Annie Sprinkle’s Big & Natural 
(2009) Annie Sprinkle arguably 
had the nicest tits of all time., 
hands down. They are huge, 
white, and creamy. She was also 
the ultimate sexual dynamo! Let 
Annie and her big breasted friends 
take you on a sexual journey to 
reveal your inner sexual demons. 

Annie truly was the queen of kink! Lots of natural hairy bush and big 
tits. Perfect for the big tit lover.                

N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06069 The Leslie Bovee Collection 
(2009) One of the hottest porn 
stars of all time, Leslie Bovee, 
had it all. She had great looks, 
an excellent body and the abil-
ity to act. Leslie starred in some 
of the most well known adult 
features of all time. Her onscreen 
sexuality was intense and her 

ability to carry a scene was remarkable. This disc is a compendium 
of her most sensuous scenes ever caught on film.

      N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06068 Pay The Lady
 (1987) Reverend Amy Sindel is 

a radio minister and she is the 
most popular and the richest. A 
rival preacher is jealous of the big 
bucks being pulled in by Amy. Us-
ing sex, money and blackmail the 
preacher tries his best to expose 
Amy as a lusty sinner, not worthy 

of preaching. Salvation doesn’t come cheap. Starring Rachel Ashley, 
Robin Lee & Cara Lott.                            

 N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE
06071 Teaser
(1986) Action and adventure 
abound in this non-stop spy 
thriller! Secret Agent 0069 is 
determined to rid the world 
of the evil Javelin and his 
international band of killers, 
led by the deadly, Blade. With 
the help of Federal Agent Matt 

Chord, Jane leaps from danger to danger and bed to bed. Star-
ring Jeanna Fine, Nina Preta, Annette Heinz & Damien Cashmere.                                                                                           
                                                              N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06073 When A Women Calls
(1975) This classic has loads of 
quality, non-stop sex! In fact, the 
last orgy sequence is the hottest 
in blue film’s history, and alone 
is worth the price of admission. 
The svelte and sexy, Bree Anthony 
joins the ranks of porno princess 
and does it with style!! Also star-

ring Jamie Gillis, Bobby Astyr, Peonies Jong, Linda Lovemore & Helen 
Madigan.                                                 N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE
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06078 The Very Best of Aunt Peg 
(2009) One of the more mature 
ladies of porn, Juliet Anderson 
was known for her elegance and 
her raw beauty. She was a true 
actor and performed with an 
intensity that many lacked. Keep 
your eye out for a good lesbian 
romp between Angel Cash and 

Aunt Peg. A compendium of Aunt Peg’s best scenes.
 

                                                                  
N/A CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06079 Fresh 
(1987) Private eye Dick Duncan 
is hired  by a millionare to find 
a priceless diamond bracelet that 
has been stolen from the man-
sion. His efforts are hampered by 
another private eye, the sultry Lois 
Reed, who is also in the hunt. Will 
Dick find the bracelet or will Lois 

beat him to it? Starring Alexis Firestone, Siobahn Hunter, Jeanna Fine, 
& Michael Knight.                                      N/A CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06076 Lisa Deleuw & Friends “Big & Natural” 
(2009) She was a huge breasted 
legend from the golden age and 
is sometimes referred to as the 
“corn fed, red head”. Her huge, 
natural tits are among the most 
recognized pair in history. Join 
Lisa and her big tit friends as they 
show you why “Big and Natural” 

is the only choice. If you love double -d knockers and firey red bush, 
then this one’s for you!

N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06075 Princess of Penetration 
(1988) Whatever the princess 
wants…..the princess gets!! This 
is an intensely hot, wall-to-wall 
sizzler. Siobahn Hunter is particu-
larly hot and her pussy is wet and 
juicy, as Jessica Wylde sucks her 
clit. Siobahn returns the favor by 
inserting a banana into Jessica’s 

wet cunt.Also, starring Krista Lane, Rick Savage & David Morris. 
                                                              

N/A  CALL FOR RELEASE DATE

06074 The Tina Russell Anthology  
(2009) Tina Russell was a queen 
of the 1970’s Sexploitation circuit 
in NYC. She often shared the 
spotlight with fellow actor and 
real life husband, Jason, as well 
as some other NYC actors like 
Marc Stevens. She starred in some 
of the most important films of all 

time, like Campus Girls, The Debauchers, and Sexual Customs of 
Scandinavia. This is a collection of her all time best scenes!

N/A CALL FOR RELEASE DATE 
06077 Love Lotion #9 
(1987) Is your sex life boring? 
Does your husband or wife cheat 
on you? Do you need help? 
Then you need Peter Plunkett. 
He developed a course that 
solves all sexual problems and 
brings back sexual vigor. The 
course employs various sexual 

techniques and special creams that work like magic. Starring Dana 
Dillion, Brittany Morgan & Rachel Ashley.
                                                              N/A CALL FOR RELEASE DATE
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01002 - The Original Insides Box Set
From the originators of the the “Insides Series”. INCLUDES: 
INSIDE SEKA, INSIDE LITTLE ORAL ANNIE, DEEP INSIDE ANNIE 
SPRINKLE, INSIDE JENNIFER WELLES.

01008 - Amber Lynn Box Set
Amber was one of the hottest stars of the golden age, with a sizzling hot 
body and a feverish sexual fervor! INCLUDES: THE INITIATION OF CYNTHIA, 
A TASTE OF PINK, SHACKING UP, SHE’S GOT THE FOUR –X FEELING.

01004 - The Annie Sprinkle Box Set
Annie Sprinkles showers the silver screen with ”LOVE”!! 
INCLUDES: ECSTASY IN BLUE, SLIPPERY WHEN WET, BANG 
BANG, DEEP INISDE ANNIE SPRINKLE.

01009 - Gloria Leonard Box Set
She was the inventor of phone sex, editor of High Society, and stock 
broker. See her in all her glory. INCLUDES: All ABOUT GLORIA LEON-
ARD, PHONE SEX FANASIES, HOT WIRE, MARASCHINO CHERRY

01006 - The Blonde Box Set
Do blondes really have more fun? We think so and this box set proves 
it, once and for all! INCLUDES: BLONDE AMBITION, BLONDE GODDESS, 
DIRTY BLONDE, BLONDE IN BLACK SILK.

01010 - The Jennifer Welles Box Set
She appeared in very few XXX movies and we own most of them. Our 
original contract girl. INCLUDES: TEMPTATIONS, EXPOSE ME LOVELY, 
INSIDE JENNIFER WELLES, BLONDE VELVET.

01007 - The Vanessa Del Rio Box Set
She is the hottest latin porn star of all time!! This one is Muy 
Caliente! INCLUDES: TIGRESSES, THAT LADY FROM RIO, JACK N JILL, 
LUSCIOUS.

01011 - Teenage Dreams Box Set
There is nothing better than a pure and innocent teenager! It’s totally 
TABOO. INCLUDES: TEENAGE COWGIRLS, TEENAGE DEVIATE, TEENAGE 
CHEERLEADERS, DANIELLE’S TEENAGE FANTASY

Box Sets (4 PACKS) $49.99 EACH

01002 - The Original Insides Box Set 01004 - The Annie Sprinkle Box Set 01006 -The Blonde Box set 01007 - The Vanessa Del Rio Box Set

01009 - Gloria Leonard Box Set 01010 - The Jennifer Welles Box Set 01011 - Teenage Dreams01008 - The Amber Lynn Box Set

(P)917-575-9148       (F)732-446-3702



01012 - The Tina Russell Box Set  
Tina was a kinky, little sex kitten. See her in 4 of her most fantastic 
XXX roles. A true legend. INCLUDES: SEXUAL CUSTOMS OF SCANDNA-
VIA, CAMPUS GIRLS, A TIME TO LOVE, SLEEPY HEAD

01016 - Joanna Storm Box Set 
Joanna was a gorgeous-doe eyed starlet from the golden age and she 
had an incredible sexual innocense. INCLUDES: SLIT SKIRTS, BABYLON 
BLUE, THE EROTIC WORLD OF ANGEL CASH, IN THE PINK

01013 - Veronica Hart Box Set 
Veronica Hart was a true legend of the golden age and a gorgeous 
brunette. One of our best sellers! INCLUDES: WANDA WHIPS WALL-
STREET, A SCENT OF HEATHER, ANGEL BUNS, DELICIOUS

01017 - Rhonda Jo Petty Box Set 
One of the sexiest starlets of the golden age, she was even nicknamed 
after one the hottest models of all time,Farah Fawcett. INCLUDES: 
CHEAP THRILLS, HOT STUFF,WISH YOU WERE HERE, SUCCULENT

01014 - The Honey Wilder Box Set 
Honey Wilder was always portrayed as the seductress. Best known 
for her starring role in the film TABOO. INCLUDES: DIRTY BLONDE, 
HOT GIRLS IN LOVE, TONGUE TWISTER, SPERMINATOR.

01018 - Ron Jeremy Box Set 
The most recognized adult film star of all time and self proclaimed, 
“hardest working man in show business.” INCLUDES: MY PARTY DOLL, 
FASCINATION, BLONDE GODDESS, A GIRL’S BEST FRIEND

01015 - Classic Blue Box Set 
These BLUE movies are totally HOT! Featuring -sizzling starlets, 
Joanna Storm, Sharon Kane, and Samantha Fox. INCLUDES: ORI-
ENTAL BLUE, BLUE MAGIC, BLUE JEANS, BABYLON BLUE.

01019 - The Classic Taboo Box Set 
Enjoy 4 of the most Taboo style classics of all time. One of our best 
selling box sets. INCLUDES: THE EROTIC ADVENTURES OF LOLITA, A 
SCENT OF HEATHER, FELICIA, SEX RITUALS OF THE OCCULT.

Box Sets (4 PACKS) $49.99 EACH

01012 - Tina Russell 01013 - Veronica Hart

01017 - Rhonda Jo Petty 001018 - Ron Jeremy01016 - Joanna Storm

001015 - Classic Blue

001019 - The Classic Taboo
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01014 - The Honey Wilder
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001015 - Classic Blue

001019 - The Classic Taboo

01005 - Pink Triple Feature
There is nothing like the color PINK, to get the hormones flowing! 
These are sizzelers. 3 FULL LENGTH FEATURES INCLUDE: IN THE 
PINK, PINK CLAM, TASTE OF PINK

01023 - Jacquline Lorians Triple Feature
Jacquline Lorians was a French born beauty and often referred to as 
the sexiest starlet of all time. 3 FULL LENGTH FEATURES INCLUDE: IN 
THE PINK, BLONDE GODDESS, BABYLON BLUE

01020 - Little Oral Annie Triple Feature 
One of the greatest cock suckers of all time and the “Cindarella 
of Oral Sex”!!! 3 FULL LENGTH FEATURES INCLUDE: INSIDE LITTLE 
ORAL ANNIE, LITTLE ORAL ANNIE TAKES MANHATTAN, SUCCULENT

01024 - Leslie Bovee Triple Feature
She was an elegant brunette and is a true fan favorite. Her on 
screen sexuality was blazing! 3 FULL LENGTH FEATURES INCLUDE: 
MISBEHAVIN,MARASCHINO CHERRY,TAKE OFF

01021 - Annette Haven Triple Feature 
Annette Haven was one of the most glamorous and sexy ladies of 
the golden age of porn. 3 FULL LENGTH FEATURES INCLUDE: TAKE 
OFF, FEMALE ATHLETES, MARASCHINO CHERRY

01025 - Tiffany Clark Triple Feature
This sizzling brunette started in the industry when she was only 18. 
3 FULL LENGTH FEATURES INCLUDE: DALLAS SCHOOL GIRLS, CENTER-
FOLD FEVER, HOT STUFF

01022 Taija Rae Triple Feature 
It was very common to see Taija Rae on the set of many of our 80’s 
features!! 3 FULL LENGTH FEATURES INCLUDE: EATEN ALIVE, LITTLE 
ORAL ANNIE TAKES MANHATTAN, SEX DRIVE

01026 - Brittany Morgan Triple Feature
Brittany was a huge breasted, blonde haired porn QUEEN of the 80’s. 
3 FULL LENGTH FEATURES INCLUDE: SEXPIONAGE, SEXPOT, CRITICAL 
POSITIONS

Triple Features (3 PACKS) $39.99 EACH

01005 - Pink Triple Feature 01020 - Little Oral Annie 01021 - Annette Haven 01022 - Taija Rae
AE

01024 - Leslie Bovee 01025 - Tiffany Clark 01026 - Brittnay Morgan01023 - Jacquline Lorians

(P)917-575-9148       (F)732-446-3702
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04003 - Annette Haven“The Elegant Lady”
Annette Haven was the most elegant porn star of all time. She had 
a gorgeous body and beautiful complexion. Truly a legend! This 
DVD is the best of Annette, perfect for the distinguished collector.

04001 - Annie Sprinkle”The Original Squirter”
Annie is a true legend! The Original Squirter wants to shower you 
with Love! She also loves tit fucking and anything else you can 
think of! The ultimate collection of her best scenes.
04002 - Danielle “Seductive Blonde”
Danielle, also known as Melody, was a smoking hot blonde from 
the 80’s. She had perky pink nipples, a voracious sexual appetite 
and a small heart tattoo. A collection of her all-time best scenes. 

04005 - Arcadia Lake “Back Door Brunette”
We like to think of Arcadia Lake as our “Backdoor Brunette”. Yes, 
she liked to take it in the ass. She was known best for her role in 
Debbie Does Dallas. This is a gathering of her best scenes.

04004 - Vanessa Del Rio “The Latin Lover”
Vanessa Del Rio was the undisputed “Latin Lover”! Her hot Latin 
blood heated up every scene. She was a sexual dynamo with a set 
of double-d knockers, and a round Latin booty. An excellent DVD.

The Vintage Erotica Collection $19.99 EACH

W W W. V I D E O X P I X . C O M

04001 04002

04003 04004

0400804007

04005 04006

04006 - Little Oral Annie “Blow Job Queen”
Little Oral Annie was a pioneer of the Blow Job. No one could touch 
her, not even Linda Lovelace. Annie is the original deepthroater!  
A collection of some of Little Oral Annie’s best blow jobs!

04008 - Jennifer Welles “The Mature Lover”
Jennifer Welles is a bit more mature than the average starlet, 
earning her the moniker “The Mature Lover”. A super kinky and 
busty blonde. A compendium of her greatest scenes.

04007 - Seka “The Platinum Princess”
Seka has indeed earned the name “The Platinum Princess”. She 
is a blonde legend and AVN Hall of Famer. This is a collection of 
some of her best scenes. The Marilyn Monroe of porn!!!
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The Vintage Erotica Collection $19.99 EACH

04009 04010

04011 04012

0401604015

04013 04014

04016 - Cara Lott “Cum Inside Me”
Cara Lott was the absolute fuck doll. She had an incredibly hot 
body,succulent tits and an amazingly wet pussy. We love Cara. 
This is a collection of her best scenes of all time.

04009 - Kelly Nichols “The Make-Up Artist”
The innocent, doe-eyed, Kelly Nichols, was one of the most under-
rated starlets of the golden age. She truly is one of the sweetest 
starlets of that era. This DVD will turn you into a lifetime fan.
04010 - Merle Michaels “Ultra Kinky Blonde”
Merle Michaels was a sassy, little blonde with hard nipples. She liked 
to play dirty and has earned the nickname “Ultra Kinky Blonde”. 
See her and all her glory in this compendium of her best scenes.

04011 - Amber Lynn “The Blonde Bombshell”
Also known as Amber Lynn Lane, she was the true meaning of a 
“Blonde Bombshell”. She loved guys and girls, equally and never 
failed to perform on camera. This is the best of Amber Lynn.
04012 - Rhonda Jo Petty “The 80’s Model”
Rhonda Jo Petty was the perfect example of an “80’s model”. She 
got her nickname because she looked so much like real life model 
Farah Fawcett. This is a collection of her hottest roles.

04013 - Crystal Breeze “Brunette Lust”
Crystal Breeze was a hot brunette from the 80’s porn scene. She 
was also known as Lisa Snow. She is remembered for her kinky 
lesbian romps. You will like this one! We do!
04014 - Serena “Daddy’s Little Girl”
Serena had blonde locks and very full lips. Her naughty appeal 
makes her “Daddy’s Little Girl”. Don’t be fooled by her sexual 
innocence, she’s a tiger.  A collection of her nasty side!! 

04015 - Samantha Fox “NYC Slut”
Samantha Fox was born Stasia Burgoff, and she was a profes-
sional dancer before she got into porn. Being born and bred in the 
Big Apple, she was coined the “NYC Slut”. This DVD proves it!!
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Seka 
AKA : The Platinum Princess
INSIDE SEKA
CAREFUL HE MAY BE WATCHING
AVN HALL OF FAMER

Honey Wilder 
AKA : Jackson St. Louis
HOT GIRLS IN LOVE 
DIRTY BLONDE 
THE SPERMINATOR

Gloria Leonard 
AKA : Gale Leonard
ALL ABOUT GLORIA LEONARD
PHONE SEX FANTASIES 
MARASCHINO CHERRY
Samantha Fox
AKA : Stasia B
ROOMMATES
BAD PENNY 
JACK N JILL

John Holmes 
AKA : Johnny Wadd
RINGS OF PASSION
TEENAGE COWGIRLS
FEMALE ATHLETES

Mark Stevens
AKA : Marc “10 1/2” Stevens
ALL ABOUT GLORIA LEONARD
CENTERFOLD FEVER
SLEEPY HEAD

Danielle 
AKA : Danielle Martin
DIRTY BLONDE 
HOT STUFF
STRAY CATS
Jennifer Welles
AKA : Liza Duran
INSIDE JENNIFER WELLES
TEMPTATIONS
BLONDE VELVET

Bobby Astyr  
AKA : Mac Harris
INSIDE LITTLE ORAL ANNIE
ROOMMATES
THAT LADY FROM RIO

Pornstar Directory & Film Affiliations
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The Gabriel Twins
AKA : The Sex Kittens 
PANTING AT THE OPERA
DOUBLE AGENTS
YOUNG AND INNOCENT TWINS

Taija Rae 
AKA : Tasia Rae
EATEN ALIVE
INSIDE LITTLE ORAL ANNIE
SEX DRIVE

George Payne 
AKA : George Paine
INSIDE SEKA
ROOMMATES
INSIDE LITTLE ORAL ANNIE
Ron Hudd 

AKA : Ivan Toos
DEEP INSIDE ANNIE SPRINKLE
A SCENT OF HEATHER

         TIGRESSES

Vanessa Del Rio 
AKA : Violet Reason
TIGRESSES
THAT LADY FROM RIO
JACK N JILL
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Ron Jeremy 
AKA : The Hedgehog
GIRLS BEST FRIEND
WANDA WHIPS WALLSTREET
ROOMMATES

Little Oral Annie
AKA : Annie Owens
INSIDE LITTLE ORAL ANNIE
LITTLE ORAL ANNIE TAKES MANHATTAN
SUCCULENT
Amber Lynn

 AKA : Amber Lynn Lane
 SHACKING UP
 INITIATION OF CYNTHIA
 FOUR X FEELING

Rhonda Jo Petty
AKA : Sarah Dawcett
CHEAP THRILLS
HOT STUFF
SUCCULENT
Crystal Breeze
AKA : Crystal Blew
HOT GIRLS IN LOVE
THE SPERMINATOR 
TONGUE TWISTER

Rachel Ashley
AKA : Ashley Summer
THE DEEP INSIDERS
DEEP INSIDE RACHEL ASHLEY
SHACKING UP
Annette Haven
AKA : Annette Funette
TAKE OFF
FEMALE ATHLETES

 MARASCHINO CHERRY
Harry Reems
AKA : Herb Stryker
EVERY INCH A LADY
EROTIC DR. JECKYLL
BEL AMI
Karen Summer
AKA : Karen Sommers
PHONE SEX FANTASIES
THE SPERMINATOR
A TASTE OF PINK

Cara Lott 
AKA : Pamela Weston
PANTING AT THE THE OPERA
THE DEEP INSIDERS
INSIDE LITTLE ORAL ANNIE

Pornstar Directory & Film Affiliations
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Jamie Gillis
AKA : Sir Jamie Gillis
THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
WANDA WHIPS WALLSTREET
ALL ABOUT GLORIA LEONARD

Wade Nichols
AKA : Wade Parker
TAKE OFF
MARASCHINO CHERRY
BLONDE AMBITION

Randy West
AKA : Johnny West
THAT LUCKY STIFF
BON APPETIT
One of the Top 50 porn stars of all time.

Veronica Hart 
AKA : Jane Hamilton
DELICIOUS
A SCENT OF HEATHER
A GIRL’S BEST FRIEND
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ORIGINAL THEATRICAL MARQUEE POSTERS

Hundreds Available • Call for complete list and prices.
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ORDER FORM

  QNTY         TEM CODE                         DVD TITLE                           PRICE

A&H VIDEO SALES REPS INC.

P.O. BOX 420

CATALOG DEPARTMENT

MILLSTONE TOWNSHIP, NJ 08535

PHONE 917-575-9148

FAX 732-446-3702

Subtotal:

Sales Tax:

(NJ residents add %7)

Shipping:

Total Enclosed:

SHIPPING  AND HANDLING:

FOR STANDARD SHIPPING WE USE UPS GROUND OR US PRIORITY MAIL

UPS GROUND - $10 for the first item, plus $2 each additional item. 

US PRIORITY MAIL -$8 for the first item, plus $2 each additional item.

UPS NEXT DAY - $40 for the first item, plus $3 each additional item.

UPS SECOND DAY - $25 for the first item, plus $3 each additional item.

P.O. BOXES – orders that need to be shipped to a postal box, will be delivered by  the U.S. MAIL.

INTERNATIONAL - (PRIORITY MAIL INTERNATIONAL) - $30 for the first item, $3 each 

additional item.

CANADA: (PRIORITY MAIL INTERNATIONAL)-$20 for the first item, plus $3  each additional item.

CANADIAN P.O. BOXES: $20 for the first item, plus $3  each additional item.

��

GUARANTEED FASTER DELIVERY: order by phone M-F by 2pm, and all in stock items will ship the same day
WE TRY TO SHIP WITHIN 24 HOURS OF RECEIVING YOUR ORDER, DELIVERY 
TIME VARIES FROM 2 DAYS TO 1 WEEK.
YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED IF AN ITEM YOU HAVE ORDERED IS TEMPORARILY UNAVAILABLE.
.RETURN POLICY:
-NO REFUNDS, NO EXCEPTIONS
-DEFECTIVE ITEMS WILL BE REPLACED WITH THE SAME ITEM ONLY.
-ALL OF THE ORIGINAL PACKAGING; CASE, BOOKLETS, ETC. MUST BE INCLUDED
-WE DO NOT PAY FOR POSTAGE ON RETURNS AND SHPPING CHARGES ARE NOT REFUNDABLE
PRIVACY POLICY
Your privacy is very important to us. Therefore, we deliver all of our product in plain, non-descript packaging. 

REMOVAL FROM MAILING LIST: if you no longer wish to receive our catalog and would 
like to be removed from our mailing list, you can call us or e-mail us at sales@videoxpix.com, and 
in the subject line, type REMOVE ME, and then add your name and address to the e-mail, and we 
will promptly remove you from our system.



BILLING ADDRESS
Name
Address
City                                                         State                                   Zip
Country
Phone                                                        E-mail
SHIPPING ADDRESS( IF DIFFERENT THAN ABOVE)
Name
Address
City                                                         State                                   Zip
Country

PAYMENTS:
CHECK                             MONEY ORDER

VISA           MASTERCARD           AMERICAN EXPRESS           DISCOVER

EXPIRATION          /         /         CVV2#                             (Code located on back of card)

CARD NUMBER

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

CONTACT PHONE                                             (required for credit card orders)

NOTE: 
(Make checks payable to A & H VIDEO, U.S funds only, NO C.O.D.s)
(PERSONAL CHECKS MUST CLEAR, BEFORE WE SHIP PRODUCT)

DECLARATION - must be signed if your order is to be shipped.
By signing, I declare that I am 18 years of age or older. I desire to receive sexually oriented mate-

rial and I have requested to be sent this explicit material from A & H Video Sales for my personal 

use only. I will not show this material to minors. I believe that such material does not offend the 

standards of the community in which I live. I have not requested the U.S. Postal Service or anyone 

else to “protect” me against receipt of sexually-oriented material. Any unauthorized duplication is 

strictly prohibited.

Signature

THE CONTENTS ( TEXT, IMAGES) CONTAINED IN THIS CATALOG ARE OWNED BY 

EVART ENTERPRISES INC. AND ARE PROTECTED BY U.S. COPYRIGHT AND TRADE-

MARK LAW.  ANY UNAUTHORIZED DUPLICATION IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED.WE 

HAVE A ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT AND ALL  VIO-

LATORS WILL BE PROSECUTED TO THE FULLEST EXTENT OF THE LAW.

��
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VIDEO-X-PIX PLATINUM ELITE COLLECTIONS $39.95 EACH

Coming soon • call for availability.

The Plat inum El i te  Col lec t ions  are 
mul t ip le  d isc  sets .  They contain a 
re -mastered ver s ion of  the f i lm, 
f rom the or ig inal  35 mm nega-
t ive .  A long wi th the feature disc , 
i s  another  bonus disc  wi th s tar  in -
ter v iews,  d i rec tor  commentar ies , 
out takes,  t ra i ler s ,  never  before 
seen s l ides ,  h is tor i ca l  l iner  note 
booklets  and f i lm c l ippings f rom 
the actual  pr ints ,  in  co l lec t ib le  en -
velopes.  And some ver y high-end 
packaging makes these co l lec tor s 
edi t ions  one of  a  k ind!!  These new 
pr ints  ra ise  the bar  for  a l l  c lass ic 
adul t  f i lms.  This  i s  Cr i ter ion s ty le 
t reatment  at  i t ’s  BEST!
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